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0

The document which follows represents an attempt to
I
eXpress in writing the most impbrtant goals and objectives

of the Chicago Library System and to f rmulate task, and

'aitLities which zill.be carried out in the immediate future

within the constraints of the budget a the personnel and

materials mailable in c;rder to move toward achieving those

goals and objectives. The evaluation ofpevery activity

undeitaken and,the annual revision of the long-rang plan

. are recognized as integral parts of the planning process.

This long-range plan for the years 1976-1980 has been

developed to meet the requirement of the Illinois Library

Systems Act (Minas' Revise4 Statutes, 1967 Chapter 81,

Section 114) that-each library system in the state shill
0

have an approved plan service "describing the specific

purposes for which the system is formed and the means by

which Such purposes are to be accomplished" and the current

requirement of the Illinois State Library that, fok the sake

of uniformity, plans of service now be based on what, is

known as the CIPP (Context; Input, Procesi, Prbduct) model

for planning. ,

The Chief/idbrarian of the Chicago Public Library,

_initiated the planning process when he

iii

David L. Reid
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iv
appointed a Five-Year Plan Task Force co,sisting f the

following staff members: Eleanor Dbmbrowski, Media Center,

Portage-Cragin 4ranch Library; Ruth!Zumata, Branch Librarian,

Hild Regional Branch Library; Diane Pqrtill, Head, Audio-

visual Center, Chicago Public Library Cultural Center;

J. W. Reginald Scurr, Head, Humanities Department, Central

Library (now Chief, Literature and Philosophy Division,

LibrLry)! Evelyn Stewart, ranch Librarian', Hall

ranch Library (now Branch. Librarian* Southeast Branch

Library); Tamiye Trejo, Branch Librar4n, Garfield Ridge

Branch Library; and Marie Will, Supervisor of Wok WAh

Children, Branch District II (now Children's Services

Specialist for Branches and Regional Libraries). Ruth

Kumata'became Chairperson of the Task Force at the end of

the first four weeks of work. David L. Reich' served as

Administrative Officer, and, Mildred Vannorsdall, Education

Department, Central Library, was appointed Researcher/

Recorder,' a full-time k3ecial assignment. The. group as a

whole included persons with a wide range of previous. work
a

experience at different levels both within and without the
r

Chicago Public. Library, of varying ages, and of diverse

backgroundd. Stanley Balzekas, Jr., a member of the Board
%

of DirectOrs of the Chicago Public Libfary, was appointed to

serve as liaison' officer between the Board and the Task Force.

Kathryn J. Gesterfield, at that time Acting Director of the

Illinois State Library and State Library Consultant to the

41%
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Chicago Library System, spent approximately one day a month

for six months working with the Five-Year Plan Task: Force.

The first phase of the planning process took piAce during

,January -June, 1975, when the Five-Year Plan Task .Force met fOr

approximately twelve hours eabh'werek. The group studied the

needs of the Chicago area for library services; worked with

various. experts on library planning; read materials on methods

of planning and evaluation; interviewed s-Eaff members under

g, variety of circumstances; visited home library agencies;

reported on individual research on Specific problems; and

carriea'on other activities including constant interaction

with the other five to forces which were working during the

first four months of 1915 n specific, urgent problems. The

discussion and writing Of t e membeks helped to shape the

content'of the, plan out of the many facts, ideas, and concepts
o

which the Task Force received. The list of acknowledgements

which follows includes many, but kii)14t no means all, the persons

who, and the organizations which, gave assistance to the Five-

Year Plan Tatk Force during this period. The'bibliography

lists the most significant printed sources which were used in

learning aboUt.the'needs for library services, about the

problems of the Chicago Lib-rary System, and about the

techniques of long-range p nning for libraries.

Following the patteLn of work established by other task

fdrces, the Five-zYear Plan Task Force submitted its plan to

k.)
the Administrative Team of the Chicago Plitlic Library for
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questions and criticism; it was then revised

orthe reactions, received. The revised plan

In the light

was sulimitted,

to the oard of Directors Of the Chicago Public Library,

considered by therBdard at a. special,

meeting on December 2 and recommended for approVal; and

on November 11, 1975;
A

approved by the Board at its regular meeting on December 19,

1975. It is now submitted to the Illinois,State Library for

review and acceptance. Because of the rapid changes taking

plaap in the Chicago Public Library during 1975, a few

position titles, 'name's of units, and relation hips refe d

to in the Five-YearPlan are those of a few months ago, but

every effort has been made to have statements reflect the

situation in the latter part_of. 19754,

The Five-Year Plan whicil, the Task Force has prepared is .

jpart of a somewhat different kind of planning process from any

which has been used in the past by the Chicago Public
0
Library

and represents only the written component of that process, but

the members of the Five-Year 'Plan Task Force and others

associated with it have viewed their work in the perspective

of a long history of library planning in a city noted for its

efforts at civic planning in general. The public library

studies and plans which are a part of Chicago Public Library

'history are: A Library Plan for. the Whole City, adopted in

1916; AMetropolitan Library in Action, completed in 1939;

the "Long Range Improkrement Program," adopted in 1952 and

extended in 1965; and Library Response to Urbah Change,

published in 1969.

.0
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The new and exciting,aspects.of this long range plan

include the broadening range of participaion in the planning

process and the possibility it holds for guiding and directing

.the development of the Chicago Library System as a multitype

a

library system capable of meeting growing needs in new and

7 1-g%
dikferent ways. It represents change in rilannins for chah4e.

Vannorsdall.
Researcher/Recorder
Five-Year Plan Task Force

/rn

0
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The Task Force recalls with gratitude those staff

Members who were present and helpful durifi the visits

made tp,Techni al Sprvices and Special Exte sion Services,
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1
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System, was appointed liaiton officer between the Board and
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Library System and now Director of the Illinois State Library, °

met with the Task Force-monthly; supplying much-needed

K hryri,

encouragement as well as expertise in planning. Ja1tes Beasle

Deputy Director of the State Library, also attended ne session

and provided helpful suggestiong% The Five-Year -Plan Task

Farce profited from the training sessions with Barbar Slanker

and Virginia Mathews, which were held for all those co netted

with the six task forces.
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THE ENVIRONMENT OF. THE CHICAGO LIBRARY SYSTEM
Cb

When the Common Council of the City of Chicago created the

Chicago Public Library in 1872 "for theuse of the inhabitants of

the city,"" those ,inhabitants numberedapproximtelY'S00,000,

'majority of them yoting ambitious people attracted to th'e bustling

city from various parts of the United States er directly from many

*v. ,

other countries.2 Those p lanning and organizing the new institution

4,
had no legal reeponsibilities to persons living outside the Cit?s

boundaries. The city, occupying somewhat less than twent sqUare

miles, was undoubtedly seen as constituting.the
environment of the

new Chicago Public Library.

A'century later the boundaries of the 'city, of Chicago'enclosed
0

22S.4 square miles, and its population- as 3,369 3$9,:, However,

many, factors affecting contemporary
library usage and needs as we13.

as:state liw. now 'require .that' the state
of Illinois &nd particularly,

the Chicago'StandareMetropolitan0Satistical

Area, be considered

'Chicago, Common,Council,
Proceedings of the Common Council

of the City of Chicago for the Municipal Year 18717-2,.being
from.

December 4th;.18,71, to,November-30th,
1872 (Chicago,: , Rand,

McNally .5, Co., Printers, 1872), 15177148-49'..

2Gwladys Spencer, The Chicago Public, Library:
Origins and

Backgrounds (Chicago:
University of Chicago Tress,,../1943/),

,pp. 41-42.

3Figures used by the Illinois State Library. The first is

from the 1960 Federal area census;, the second is from the 1970

- Census, ,corrected.

.
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part of the immediate environment of the Chicago Library .System.

Only a brief descriptive account of this environment will be%given'

here to provide perspective for the"System's,first five-yearplan.

The city of Chicago'lies at the southwestrn end of Lake
Do

Michigan- on a;lake plain whidh is extremely flat except for a-few.
- .

small islands-and some sand bars,-slAts, and beach rAdges; The,
v...

.plain is cutisoy the %hOrtthicago-River with twctb:*:4clies,and

.
..-,..

the Calumet River, both rivets, much h-changed by' man -made cahals*ancr''
. v

excellent
. ,. ' 'z.' ..

,-. channels- An obvious feature Of -the-site'is the (wdter
.

-
a

trangportation. Chicago has come to ..occupy mord'.aria4mOre of', the.
4 1

0 .1 . 1

northeaitern corner Of Illin'Oisl, in fact, the,United States BUreau,..

of the Census now makes use.of an entity kn'On.a.s,th6 .phidAgos- "'

0 Nokthviestern indiana Standard

,

Consbl_idated tatstibal.Area .(CNISCA)..
. . -

By far the,latgest'citY-An Illinois:; Ohicago.is 1,93Miles from the
. .

state's dapital, Springfield (1970 pop,. 91,769, 1A9 miles. rom'the's
.

$

main campus of, the major-state-supported ,univerity in Urbana- '6
040

:Champaign, and-even farther from'those southernmost counties of

the state shaped by the. Mississippi, Ohior and Wabash Rivers., The

interaction of these geographical facts with social, economic,'and

political factors has influenced Chicago's growth and development

and, in turn, those df.its'Public Library.

general, ,Chicago has been a center of relatively divetsified

industry and *commerce, giving ,it ;a traditionally...stronger economic
I4.

,poSture-.thdn'most-citiesin theMnited States. About thirty - three
. cl .

.

$ - ,

percent of Chicagb's total employment is in manufacturing. AhChicago's.
.

importnt-change is th&,f4ot i tat the city's' "single largest,
, .

industriali'employer is'the',ne* mass-produced, consumer-oriented
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d lec rical goods industry."4 About sixty per"cent of Chicago'

3

,

total employment,centers in non-manufacturing categories, the fir

iarge t of which are service:and miscellaneous; finance, insurance;

and real estate; retail businebs;°'arid wholesale trade:5 However,

about forty -five percent of,emp/oyed Chicagoans have been estimated

to be blue- collar, craftsmen andlaborers, ahigher,proportion than',

in This group, is usually particularly hard-hit

'during pe iods of recession.-

In th- last fifteen to twenty years', the unemployment rate

in the-Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area has generally been

lower than the state or national rate but currently.it is 10.2 ,

percent, and" for Chicago' itself the rate is 11.9 perCent.7 .The

.
;- basic reasons for unemployment in -1 rge urban areas such as Chicago

. .

are similar and distressingly famili "by 'low: the loss, of jobs

in the core city. because of the'migration'Of busin6Ss and' industry

to suburban areas, concentrations of'large numbers of,workers with

inadequate j6b sills in the core city, 'increasing Shortages of

energy and raw materials, and the recession and Inflation of the

4Irving Cutler, Chicago: Metropolis'of the Mid-Continent .

Valicago7: Geographic-Societx of Chicago, /19737TTp. 57.

'5chicago, Mayor's, Council df Manpower and EcOnomiC Advisors,

Chicago's,Economy: A Summary (/dhicagO7: Mayor's Council of Man-

power and Edondmic Advisors, 1974),'57 47,

6Lowell A. Martin assisted by Terence Crowley' and ThoMas

Shaughnessy, Library Response to Urban Change: A Stlidy of the

Chicago Publib Library (Chicago:.. American Librar.y=g5c3TEtroli,

paily'News,-October 3, 1975,

15
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Chicago has long been an important center 'for all typeS of

transportation, not only for the United States and Canada but for

the world; th' Oontinues to be true, bringing both strength to.

the economy and problems of pollution. Local transportation has

alsb been unusually`goo. The recent 'creation of a Regional

Transportation Authority gives hope of strength6ning and iMproving

'public transportation facilities so that residerits may reach
b

p.vailable jobs and have more nearly equal access to.all types of

services and so that air,and noise pollution may ):)e idduced.

In 1974 the AdvisorsMayor's Council of Manpowerl.and Economic visors
0.

"formulated three overall g8als for Chicago.designed to enhance

the econpfpic anq social'life of the city." Briefly, these goals

are :. (,a) ' "Promoting Ecohomic De'Yelopment;" .(b) "Zmproving the

Quality of the Labor Force;" and (cr"Increasing Upward Mobility

of Low-Indoke 'f3opulation:"9 The Council emphasized the close

reldtion4ip betWeeh kogress.toward these goals and both

. .

transportation policy and housing policy within the metropolitan
. ,

region. The amount and-kinds of unemployment, the levels of

educational achievement,2and the number of persons living in

poverty; in any area tend"to be related; and, all three factors

influence the needs for,land' usage of, library service as well as
.

scathleen'palmini,A Study of Urban Library Needs, prepared

-for the Urban Library Tiiistees Council (Urbana, IITUriais: -Library

Research Center, Graduate-School of Library Science; University of

Illinois, 1972); pp.-.1-3.

Chicago, Mayor's Counbil of Manpower and EconomicgAdvisors,
,ChioagoAs EssT2mv ,A Summary,' 5. 57.

1 G.
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Taken as'a whole the Chicgo metropolitan area is rich in

health and social services provided both by governmental agencies

and by privately supported, voluntary agencies in'wiacariety and

of varying qualities,10 but,all residents do not have equal access

to these services. There are two challenges to the public library

in this field: the need to sgrve the many people working in or

using the institutions and agencies and the need to play a part

in improving access to them by providing information about, and

IPrefertal to, thei.

Whether or not the public library'is datliza-h an .

educational institution in the strict sense, the impact 'of school--;

/related student nd teacher usage from those in K-12 school systems,.
a

colleges, and universities has been sharply felt by .13Ablic libraries

nd especially by large central libraries in urban areas. In October,
a

1974, 385,66q children were enrolled in Chicago's 587 public

-
.elementary schools; 149,738 students attended the 71 public,high

schools; and these schoolb had 24,713 teachers.it Catholic,

wish, and a wide array of other private sChools enrolledLuthera

addition 1 thousands on the elementary and secondary levels. Even

larger numbers attend the elementary and high schools in the

10Por a comprehensive-listing of these
agencies in Cook,DuPage, and Lake Counties,
Community Services in Metropolitan Chicago,
Metropolitan Chicago (Chicago: CounCil for
Metropolitan Chicago, 1971-72).

and other types of
s.ee Council for
tocial Service Directory,
community Services in

(l11Chicago, Municipal Reference Library, Facts about Chicago

icago: Municipal Reference Library, 1974), pp. 2-3.
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Suburban are surrounding Chicago. Opportunities fbr post-

sec ndary edudatton in the Chicago-area are also many'eand varied.
, ,

h/PT ore are more than 70 colleges and universities, including the

unior or community colleges, in the metropolitan area as well as

business, professional, technical, and trade schools of nearly ,

every kind. There hake long been numerous opportunities for
0 .

adult, informal, liberal, continuing and similar types of I .

.,o

educational experience .fpr mature persons, and participation at

//

this level is expected to increase.

Changes in the organization of schools,in teaching methods,

and'in the libraries or media centers of the schools themselves
16

,
have effects on the services requested df, and offered by, the

public libraries in the area,. In recent years much emphasis has

been,placed on programs for the handicapped and for adults who for

some reason have not completed elementary and/or high school.; this

,Conbern is being accelerated by the article on education included in
,

the 1970 Illinois Constitution. -Early childh6od edUcation has

also received increasing attention. The College Level ERamination

Program/ the Learning Exchange, Study Uniimited,'N4nd other so-called

non-traditional programs for learning and for obtaining academic

credit for learning are attracting many' participants and may change

'what is reqUired.or expected of public libraries.

Changes in the birth rate, population shifts, and other

demographic factors affect educational institutions of all kindS/

aid .their relationships with public libraries% Such demographic

.changei are occurring rapidly in the Chicago metropolitan area,

, ma,kin4 efforts to project trends highly important in library



planning as well as in

Another important

Chicago Library System

7

planning for schools.'

aspect of the environment in whic/the

fianctionsois thatof participation in,
a

and enjoyment f, all forms of artistic exprQssion. 'Chicago is
/

known throughou the world for the significance of its architectural
4

development and for the quality of its Art Institute and Syiiphony

Orchestra, but it has many other public and private organizations

and institutions devoted to the visual and performing arts, and

these are increa

groups in the aria.

overview of such'activitie*s and is an Vindication of their

'importance in thie life of the area.

The Chicago metropolitan area offers many forms of recreation.

The Chicago Park District controls 486 parks and playgrounds,

including twenty-eight miles of lake shore and conducts many

different recreational activities. The Forest Preserve District of
I.

Cook County almost encircling the city of. Chicago with its 62,000

acres, has attracted Much favor ble attention from its beginning'

and demonstrates that recreatio 1 resources can be saved and

ing.ly representative of all racial and ethnic ,

An issue of the. periodical, Chicago, gives an

developed to the advantage of a those living in the ar

private voluntary'organizations and commercial organizations

play important roles in the provision of recreation as they do

,12

in other fields. The concentration of large, nationally known

institutions and organizations in sports and recreation as well

-12League of Women Voters, The Key to Our Local Government:

Chicago, Cook County., Metropolitan Area, 3d ed7Tfhicago: Citizens

,Information Service of Illinois, 1972), pp. 86-88.
t,
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as in the arts in the city of Chicago obviously places some

special responsibilities on the "Chicago Public Library.

It 1.6 frequently said that the resident of Chicago or the

Chicago metropolitan area lives under, many layers of government;

to the individual the word,. "maze," may seem more descriptive of

his situation than "layers." There is justification for this

feeling because in. 1972 Cook County contained 520 local govern-

'mmtal units with the power to levy taxes.1

Ieefaing, in mind that all local government units are created

by the state govdrnment; the ChiCagoan may think first of the

government of his city-(municipality)., The mayor and fifty

aldermen are elected for four-year terms; th'e city clerk and the

city treasurer are also elected. Under these elected officials' .

are a large number, of departments, boards, commissionsy and agencies,

suca as the Department of Purchases, Contracts and Supplies; the

Chicago Board of Health; the Chicago Plan commission; and the

nuniftpklPeference "Library.

- In addition to the government of the City of Chicago, the

Chicago .Pak Dfstrict (commissioners appointed-by mayor), the

iloard of EducatiOn (members appointed by mayor) , and the aunior

*College District (boArd members appointed..by mayor) are govern-
.

,

mental units with the same boundaries as the city.

;.Chicago is the county seat of Cook County, which is governed

by sixteen County Board members (commissiOners) and a. president,

eldott.S-fox' four -year terms The Cook County Board also serves

p. 7.
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as the board f the Forest Preserve pistrict, the Cook County

Board of Heath, and the Cook County Planning Commission. 'Nine
cl

elected es govern the Metropolitan Sanitary District of

Greater Chi9go, a separate, municipal corporation serving most of

Cook County. 14 The voters of Cook County elect the Superintendent

of the Educational Service Region of Cook County, and those living
ri

outside 'the city of Chicago elect seven county school trustees.

Both Chicago and Cook Cdunty qualify forjhome rule status upde

the 1970 Illinois Constitution.

Although Cook County is divided into thirty-eight townships,

eight townships in Chicago are described as mainly it ctive. Out-

side townships in Illinois are ofteri active gov'ernMental

units. Of the tax-supported public libraries in the state in 1974,,

136 were township libraries, a number only exceeded by the 207 city

libraries; these two types made up well over half the 549 tax--

Supported public libraties in the state.15
,

Between these units at the city, township,, and county level

and those at the state level of government are a variety of regional

governmental units such as the Regional Transportation Au ority,

the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, and oche s.

The fact that the Chicago Public Libraiy is a de artment of

the City of Chicago and that the Chicago Library System is involved

in what may bathe most complex govfnmental structure in the country'

14Ibid., pp. 152-53.

15"Summary by Type of Library;- " Illinois Libraries 56 (October,

1974): 606.

21
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if-ohe considers Cook County as a whO le16 affects every aspect of

LibrarySystem operations.

Of special importance for library planning the fact that

the resident of the Chicago metropolitan area has access to book-

stores provid/rig popular and scholarly books and periodicals,

paperbacks of.various types, textbooks, used and rare books,

books and periodicals in various foreign languages, United States

government publications, and such specialized types of material

as church and Suhday School publications, maps, the occult, civil

service books, publications relatPd to specifiq,professions and

hobbies, and so on. Some institutions such as the Art Institute
0

and agencies such as the Citizens Information Service of Illinois

have bookstores or-sell publications at their headquarters. There

are also sources for the purchase or rental of nonbook material

such as art prints, films, and recordings. Few American cities afford

as many-opportunities for erect examination and purchase. The

existence of so many sources for purchase gives the Chicago Library

System special opportunities to buy for itp own collections and

to provide ueoful information to library patrons but does not

diminish the need for library- services.

The Chicago metropolitan area is also a regional and national

publishing center although it produces more specialized works such

as encyclopedias, directories, and textbooks than trade books.

The metropolitan daily newspapers which serve a large surrounding

-16Harvey Ni..Karlen, The Governments of Chicago (Chicago:

Courier Publishing Company, 1958), p. 7.
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region are published in Chicago as well as a variety of more

specialized newspaperp, magazines, and journals. Again, this

means that special demands are made on the Public Library.

Not surprisingly, the Chicago metropolitan/area is rich in

libraries of alr kinds, and it is important to view the services

and resources of the Chicago Public Library in the perspective of

both the historical development and the present operation of the

other libraries in its area. Only a few major institutions and

certain important relationships can be mentioned here or in the

following section describing the Chicago Library System.

The quantity and quality of library service provided to

students and teachers by the K-12,schools and school systems in

the Chicago area ranges from excellent to little or none. As has

already been mentioned, this sit ation is'bound to have implications

for public libraries because of he large numbers of students and

teachers in'these schools.

The two major university libraries, holding nearly six million

volumes between them, belong to private institutions, Northwestern

University and the University of Chicago. The tax-supported colleges

and universities in the Chicago area tend to have much Smaller

tlibraries, primarily because they have attained large enrollments

,and diversified programs:only in very recent years. The Centpr

for Research Libraries with its more than three million volumes

in hard copy and microform is located in Chicago, but the purpose

of this institution is to serve its members and associate members,

over ninety'institutions in the United States and elsewhere, which

2 3
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maintain it. Sixteen Chicago institutions are members or associ4te
.

mombex.o.

Twd excellent governmental libraries, the Municipal Reference

. ,Library and the Cook County Law Library, are located ()ply a few

blocks from the Temporary Central Library of the'Chicago Public

Library. Both these specialized libraries are open to the public,

but they are primarily intended to serve those directly involved

in city and county government and are located and organized with

thi's in mind. This is, generally true of other governmental

libraries in the metropolitan area.

Two famous "public libraries" in the nineteenth-cerry

meaning of that term are located in Chicago, the John Crerar

Library and the Newberry Library. However, the Crerar loans books

to members only, and the Newberry Library is for reference use

only; both have becom6 increasingly specializipd in their collecting

policies. The Ryerson and Burnham Libraries of the Art Institute

of Chicago are specialized reference Collections open directly

,only to members of the Art Institute, staff, and a few others. 1n

general, it can be said that most of the academic and special

libraries in the area are open directly only to those connected

with the institution or organization supportinithe library; this,

of course, is a normal situation and only emphasizes the importance

'41f ,public libraries for general user .17

17illinois Regional Library Council, Libraries and information
Centers in the Chicago Metropolitan Area, ed. by Beth A.;Hamilton
and Eva R. Brown (Hinsdale, Illinois:- Illinois Regional Library
Council, 1973),. pp. 247, 343, 4142, 61, 83, 160, 223, 17-18.

0
C
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The four library systems which geog;aphically surround the

Chicago Library System, North Suburban Library System, DuPage

Library System, Stburban Library System, and =ur Oak library

System, are among the'strOngest systems in the state because

they serve large pogkations and include some old well-

established public libraries as well as several rapidly growing

newer ones.

Important as ale all the aspects of the Library System's

environment discusted so far, planning for the, System must begin

with the people it does or should serve as '4,ndividuals or in

groups. Information 1about the characteristics of the peopl

entitled to use the Chicago Library System may be

wide range of sources, but it varies in the way i

its recency, and its accuracy. A. few key figures

found in a

s organized,

have been

selected for use here to point up some of .the problems and .

changes.
t

The population of Chicago increased -rapidly almost-from its

beginning until recent decades; in 1950 it ,was 3,60 436; in
4

1960, 3 550 404;18 and in 1970, 3,369,359. During the same period

the population of the part of Codk.County outside 9hicago grew

from 886,193 to 2,125,.412.19 Th'e population 'of the six-county

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area increased from 5477,868

in 1950 to 6 978 947 in 1970.2 The 1,801,079 increase for the

"League of Women Voters, the Key,c) Our Local Government:

Chicago, Cook County, Metropolitan Area, p. 5.

18Ibid., p. 202.

20/bid., p. 202.
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SMSA represented about three-kolarths of the increase foi he whole

ce

at (B,712,176 in 1950; 11,113/976 in 1970). In addition to

hose living and/or working in Chicago, it \lias been estimated

that 14,345 tourists visit chicago'On anaverage day.2 1 I

0
f A /

Population may be anaIzea by 'such characteristics as age,

racial and 'ethnic background, edUcational achievement. , economic

level, physical and mental handic ps, and others to determine

'numbers of persons'who may have a common problem or need. The

size and geographical location of some of these groups continue

to change rapidly both within Chicago and in the surrounding areas,
o

requiring adjustments in planning services for them. Publi,c

libraiies1164' pro ided. decentralized services thrugh branir

and bookmobiles f r many years, but the'current trend to provide

services to such groups as tie physically and mentally.handicapp 4
,

on a similarly decentralized basis is making \he library service

needs of these persons a concern of local libraries. The need of

analysis to reveal changes and trends like those just mentioned

is obvious, but theliifficulty of obtaining the accurate information

necessary for such analysis has become a recognized problem.22

H're is a major challenge, to those responsible for providing library

services.
o

Library -planning, and policy making must be based on a

detailed knowledge of the present environment and on the best

21Cutler, P. 125.

-22Alan Merridew, "Minorities Hurt by Low Codnt in U.S, Census,"
,

Chicago Tribune, October 23, 1975, sec. 7, p. 1.

I
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available prpject:ons of changes in the years ahead if .it is to be

fuser-oriented.
44
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,THE CHICAGO IsiBRARZ SYSTEk
A BRIEF.SURVEY OF $T$ PAST AND PRESENT.,

,4- 0

, As

e Chicago Public Library came into existence as,the -,

°
A .

.
.. .

resuiAk of an or inance passed on April 1, 18 by th6 Common
4 .

Council of the City of Chicago, est4blishing Ni free public

librry and reading room fot the use of the inhai#tanis of

the city."' Although numerous ,association, subscription, .21-

ando.private libraries :had provided books .And periodicals for ;

many Chicagoans up o-that time, the desire of 'some citizens

for a free -public libraty had not yb:t been, achieved when ,the"

Chicago Fire destroled some three million, volumes in°existing

libraries in 1871.2 Anact of the Illinois'General Assembly,

approved on March 7e 1872, had authorized,citiqs, incorporated

'

towns,i,and townships to establish and maintain free public

librariesand reading rooms and had made specific provision to

ICEicago, Common Council, Proceedings of the Common Council
of the City pf. Chicago 'for the Municipal Year 1871-2, being.from
pecember 4th, 1871, toNovember 10th, 1872 (Chicago: Rand,,

McNally & Co., Printers 1872), pp. 148-49.

2Gwlady'S, Spencer, The Chicago Public Library: Origins and

Background (Cliicdgo: University of Chicago Press, /19437), p. 41;

Carleton Bruns qoeckel and Leon Carnovsky, A Metropolitan Library

in Action A Survey of the Chicago Public Library, UniVersity of
Chicago Studies in Library Science (picagoi Univer ty of Chicago,

Press, /19407; Pp. 28-30.

'16
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deal with the plight of. Chicago.3 The action in Chicago followed.

quidkly,'spurred by donation's of bookafrom England end, elseilhere.4
.

Both the city of Chicago-and,free public libraries had ,changed

>
greatly by the time the,deneral AssembIY enacted the Illinois .

P
,

Library Systems Act of 'August 171 1865, which provided for the
,.

4 d'evelopment of a work of public library sf6teMs covering the

entire State.5 TodistinguiShthe chiCa g o Public. Library gyStem

Mre clearly from the seventeen 'other,systeMs, which are cooperative

systems, it.has often been referred to as a consolidated'system.

The s4me.Act designated the Chicago Pliblic Library, subject to the
°

approval of the'noard of'Directors of tim*Library, a; one of the four

Research and Reference Centers fo; the\state; it is the only system

whose headquarters library is, also a° Research 4nd Referenqe Center.

The goal -of the Illinois State Library as expressp4 in Its
-- t

.4.
'1972"Lon4-R:ange Plan for Library bevelopment is:

The assured provisiOn, of, excellent library'servloe
for all the -residents of the state 'so that the need
for cultural,'educhtional,ct4,nformationar, and
recreational resource can be rrietiand the govern-.,:
mental and economic develdppedt of*the state can be

. fo#tered.6 a

n3Illanors, PUblic Lawsof the State,df Ill
'Twenty- Seventh General Assembly at the Regular,
Adjourned Sessions, Convened January'4,M4y 20,
November 15 187 JSpringfield: Illinois> State

, 1872Y, Pp. 609-11,n '

4Joeckel and 01-novpkY, 30.

Tllinols, I1]_ iriois
(LspringfielE: Michael
Librarian, /19747), PP;

.

0

ino'is PaSsed.by, the
Special, and the
October 11, ,

Library Laws in Efftct, January' 1, 1974
J. Howlett, Secretary.of State and State
22 -24.

Illinois State Library, "Meeting
State Library's 1:Ong-Range Program for

. Illinois 1972-77," Illinois* Libraries

29

the Challenge: , Illinois
Li)?rary Development in
54\ (November, 1972): 745

\ ,

":

4:0
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Progress toward achieving this goal requires t he continuing develop°

went 64 the library systems throughout-the state and especially the.

system 'located in the most densely" populated area of the state.

le

The increasing need for cooperation, between different types of

libraries has resulted in various killds of organizational structures.

The Chicago Public Library became a charter member of the Illinois

- Regional Library-Council, which was incorporated March 9,.1971, to

facilitate cooperation among-all types of'libraries "in order to

. assure ,improved access to the materials and information in all the

libraries and information centers within the area of the council

0

, for all residents of that area."7 As indicated by its name and
1

purpose, the Illinois RegiOnal Council is not limited to libraries

within the city of Chicago. 4,"

In the decade-since 1265, 211inois has moved from public

library systems to' multitype library systems although this develop"

Ment is only in its early btaget as 'yet.' Currently nonpublic T

. a

libraries aaademic, special, and school) are joining the Illinois

Library and Information Network (ILLINET) as affiliate libraries by

signing a 'memorandum of'agreement with the Illinois StateLibrarY

and/or library system committing themselves to cOoperation.8 As a
of

December, 19757 52 of the 49 academic libraries and 48 of some `2'25
0.

spbcial librarie0 in Chicago had signed'affiliatioh ag'reements with

,what.isnowmot accurately called the Chicago Library System.'

7illinois Regional, Library Council, "The Fie-Year Plan of the
Illinois Regional Library Council, 1974 - 19.79, "'I linOis Libraries -

56 (November, 1974) : 806.

81'Expanding ILLINET , . Real Moyement toward a Multitype

Library Netkork," Libraries, 57 (Junee 1975): 371-8let--\

9Innformation supplied,by Eva R. Biown, Coordinator of Inter-
,

library Cooperation, Chicago Library,' System, December 8, 1975. /
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The Chicago Public Library has had relationships witil the

federal government in specific areas of library service almost

from its beginning. . In 1876 the Library was designated as one of
I S

4

the depositories for publications of the United States Super-
. a

'A
intendent of Dbcuments." This changing and growing function has

6rougfit th& Library large additions to its collections and the u.

responsibility of making government publiications aVailable to the

Public: In 1931 the Chicago Public Libra71was selected as One of

eighteen librariet,to serve as regional centers for circulating

books to the blind under the direction of the Librarian of Congress.
11

Again this function brought the Library much valuable material while

ti

requiring it to render a service to a-n area extending beyond the city

of Chicago.

The financial structure which supports the Chicago Public

Library parallels its service responsibilities. Under Illinois

law, the Chicago Public Library is supported by fUnds received'

from a tax levied fox library purposes by the corporate authorities.

The levy for cities of over 500 000'population (i.e., Chicago)Pis

limited .to .12 percent. of the value of all taxable property in

the city, whereas other cities in th state may levy up to .15

gercent.
12 An ordinance was passed by the Chicago City Council in

.10Adelaide Winston, "Special Collections and Services,,"

Illinois Libraries 54 (April, 1972): 304.

'11Robert,S..Bray, "Blind and Physically Handicapped, Library

Service.," Encyclopedia. of Library and Information ScienOe, ed. by

Allen Kent and. Harold Lancour (New York: Marcel Dekker, /19697)

2:629,636.

1211lindis,"Illinois Library Laws in Effect, January l,'1974,

p. 5'.
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1974 under.the "home rule" pr

20
P

vision of the 1970 Illinois Constitu-

tion to authorize th9.Chidago Public Library to levy up to .15

percent,-and the°Library.is now receiving ..13 percent. Illinois

law also periiitc an additional tax os,2 percent to be 11.ed for

- library sites and buildings: The Chicago Public LibrarY receives

income from some sixte,e-secial funds and bequests; such income

can be xt5ended only for the. purposes namgd in each bequest. The

gifts regularly received from,the Friends of the Chicago Public

Library in recent years are also earmarked or partidular Uses.

Finally, the Library has receipts from fines overdue materials,

payments for lost or damaged materials, book rentals, fee .r3 for

reserve requests, and other seivj.ce q rges.

The Chicago Public Library. recei s funds fro& the state of A

Illinois in two basic categories: the Library Development Fund,

which is intended for System purposes, and a basi annual grant

as one.of the four Research and Reference CenterSof.the-state

plus the standard'reibbursement for each title searched and for

fl

each ti4tle.logned'to anther library system in he state..13
A.

The Library's functions as IllinoisgRegionL Library and

Chicago Sub-Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handi-

capped are supported by federal, state, and city funds

The Chicag6 Public Library System has received fe

state funds for a, wide variety of

. -

such as the El Centro de la Causa

specific projeCts an

Library Project, the

..laral and/or

rograms,

ilinois

P Library Resources Enrichment Fund, Model Cities, Study Unlimited

13Ibid., pp. 23-24.

c4
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Illinois System Staff Enrichment Project, Writing. in Chicago, and

others. Such projects are normally ltmited to a specified time

period, and funds must be used .for the purpo2es described in the

project proppsal.

A new form of federal aid" to libraries in the form of revenue

sharing-funds obtained by

available in 1973.14 The

applying to #41e local governmtit Rpame

Chicago Public Library receivedq900,000

in revenue sharing funds in 1973,15 V519,:25Q 4n 1974;16 and Was

Apr raised $800,000 for 1973.
p

Illinois library law vests the powers for, the immediate

organization and direoticin of a public library in a city in a

board of directors, consisting of nine meMbers appointed by the

mayor, and gives the board the power, "to. appoint a competent

librarian and necessary assistants."17 The basic administrative

structure which is now being develop0 for the Chicaga,Public,

Library consists of a group of Assistant Chief Librarians, who

are responsible for direct services to the public, and a gro f

Directors, who are responsible for the ;internal operatibno which

supp rt the services to the public. Many aspects of the Library's

operations are subject to city, state, or federal legislation and/

or dr stiative rules and regulations.

14John Eastlick, "Financial Problems Affecting Metropolitan
Libraries," Library Trends 23 (Ootober,,1974): 212.

15Official Record of Board of Directors f the Chicago Public
11152s t, October 14, 1974, p. 114.

16fnformation,supplied by Benjamin B. Roseman, Septembei 23,, 1975.

17Illinois, Illinois Library_ Laws in Effect, .11.2.pm24,1, 1974,
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the collections and cervic of the Chicago PubliC Li rary
L.,,,

can be described only in the briefest way .here. At the end of

Fiscal Year 1974, the collection of the Central Library (head-

quarters library for the System) was reported to contain 319,415

volumes (387;367 titles), 3,906 serial titles currently subscribed,

2,117 filma; and 39,024 recordings.
18 The collections of the

branch libraries vary widely in. sire and in types (formats) of

library materials included. The Woods i n Regional Library Center

will not only have large collections of general materials but

S4i

will provide suitable quarters for the Vivian G. Harsh Collection

of Afro -American-History and Literature.. Finally, there are the

special-purpose ccillectOns of the Department for the Blind and

Physically Handicapped, housed at the Hild Regional Library; th.
4

Stiecial Extension Services, housed at the Legldr,Regional Library;

and the Multimedia Ceriter at the Pprtage-Cragin Branch Library.

The Chicago Public Library provides a wide range of services,

including/the loan of many types of library materials for home use,

the provision of materials for use within the Library's agencies,

the provision of professional assistance in locating and using

materials, and information service to those coming to the Library's s'

.

agencies, telephoning, or writing. In orderIto carry out its -

obligation to make library serVices available to all, the Library

4

endeavors to deliver its...5ei-xices to people where they are and in

° the forMs which they are able use. For example; materials;

professional assistance, and programs are geared to meet the

18"Statistics of Library Systems in Illinois, 197371974,"

Illinois Libraries 56 (December, 1974): 904.

3 4
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spdcial needs Of children, young ad!ultS, enior citizens`, the blind

and physicallY handicapped, those cin ins ti.tutions such a hosptalo

andprisonst various ethnic groups, and co op. ,Through an increasing.

number of qpecially funded or cooperative arrangements, the Library

serves many persons and groups beyond the ,li aitc of the city of

Chicago.

The Chicago Pub11,.6 Library is a key agency for the provisio7
gy,

of informatpn to the people *f. Chicago, but'it is not the pnly/

agency. providing information and conoequentlytworks in cooperation

with a variety of *tiler institutions and organizations. t'undamental

to its function of providing and delivering library services ib.

J.

that of informing individuals and groups,abut the library services

available to them. The Library makes use Of displays of many

types, posters, newspaper and magazine articles, publications ouch

as booklisto and-calendars of events, television, radio, multimedia

prebentations, directional signs and similar utilitarian but

devices, 'and dater means of reaching its any pub ics.,

all other activities of the L'ibrary'have the primary
% .

supporting in the i43t'effective ways possible,the

essential

Similarly,

purpose of

ices given to the public.

As of May 31, 1975, the Chicago Public Library, employed 1'827

19
persons on a full or part-time basil. Library employees are

classified as professional 41,ibraTians, library associates, library

clerks, custodians, guards, motor truck drivers, and pages; there

19Infdrmation supplied by Arlene Chamberlain, Director of

Library Personnel.

0
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are some very specific position titles such as graphic artist. As

employees of a department of the City, J_Jibrary staff members come

under the jurisdiction of the .Chicago Civil gervice Commissionl'and

in turn the rules and reg 4, lations governing the appointment, status,.

and tenure of the majority of 1 cal gtvernme* employees in Illinois

and regulated by civil Service laws passed by the Illinois, General

Assembly.. Plus policies and pi manioc.' aaecting Library staff

members may originate at the state, city, or, institutional level. -

Federal laws, rules: and regulatiops apply when federal funds are

ithrolved in a pr ject. Important civil service policiQo include
3

the, requirements thjt entrance and promotion to Library positions
a

be based on examinationr and that Library employees .live within
, .

th6 City of Cpicago. ,ringe benefitc.provided include a pension

plan, paid hospitalization and medical-surgica/ insurance, sick

leave, and .paid vacation time. Training for.employew'ofothe

Chicago Public Library is provided within the Library by the

Personnel Office, the Staff Association, and individual units

and agencies as well as being available through' the Chicago Civil

Seryice Com fission. In addition, the many academic institutions,

professional orgdnizations, and other agencies in.the metropolitan

area offer a wealth of opportunities for continuing education in

many,fields on all levels.

In 197j the Chicago Public Library was housed in the follbwing

buildings: the 1897 building, at 78 East Washington Street, now

km wn as,the Chibago Public Library Cultural Center; the Temporary

Central Library, occupying aploroximately three floors of leased
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space'in the Mandel Building at.425 North Michigan Avenue; thd

newly completed Carter G. Woodson Regional Library Center at 95th

and Halsted Streets; seventy-six branch libraries (forty-five in
.

rented space)" of varying sizes scattered over the approximately

225 square miles within Chicago's boundaries;;six reading and

study centers; five .f them located in spade suppliqd--by. the

Chicago Housing Authority ii public housing projects; and several.

libraries located'in space supplied by thd Cook Counti,Department

of Corrections. There were also nine mobile units of various..

types giving direct service to the public. Between 1967 and

1974 the number of branches and extension agencies of various

types rose from sixty-one to .eighty=seven, an increape of twenfy-

Gix.21 .Between .1965 and 1975., thirty-six public service agencies

were.housed in new quarters of some kind.
22

The Chicago Public Library has the sole or shared

responsibility for.rendering certain important services., particular-

ly in the areas of information and education; to the people of a

city with a population of ov§r three million (3,369,35kaccording

to the 1970 U.S. Census), a six-county metropolitan areawth a

population of 6,978 947, and a state with a population of 11,113,976.

Becau.4I'the city of Chicago is, and has long been, hy far the largest

city in Illinoip and'is surrounded by such a densely populated axiea,

20lnformation supplied by Chicago Public Library Branch

Office. .

21Ellen Zabel to David Reich, "Hours recommendations for
branches," March 14, 1975.

22Information supplied by. Chicago PublisLibrary Branch

Office.

%
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demands on i public ifistittitiono are inevitably heavy regardless

of the obligati no and financial support determined by law. As

the Chicago Public Libr,4ry entdrs its second century of service,

it faces an even greater challenge than did the small new

institution attempting to serve a city devastated by fire.

O
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STATEMEN OF NEEDS AND PROBLEMS UNDERLYING
THE FIVE-YEAR PLAN, 1976-1980) or

THE CHICAGO LIBRARY SYSTEM

The problem created. for public libraries by the increasing

flood of materi ls, print and nonprint;. by the growing need both

for informatio and for assistance in locating information; by

shiftinghpop a ion with its effects on both library service needs

and traditio al tax bases; and by the rapid rate of inflation are
)

well known,
.

and varied solutions.are being proposed by librarians,

and other. The.Chicago Public Lip ry System is experiencing the

problems of all urban public libraries a has s ARecial ones

of its yawn.

T e plan of service for 1976 1 s based on efforts to

ident y the most urgent problems involved inithe provision of

'nee .d library servicss by the Chicago Library System and.to

fo ulate specific steps to be taken toward solving these problems.

Di's ussion and docJ eritation of. the problems follow, in general,

the order of topics used in the plan of service; references to the

pertinent sections of the plan as well as to the preceding descrip-

tion of the Library System'are given. The lack of current infoi-

mati n based on systematic investigation of the needs and expectations

of those served was seen as one of the problems; the Five-Year Plan

0 1

Task orce did not regard such investigation as part of its mission.

27
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The urgent need to improve various behind-the-scenes

operations of the Chicago"Public Library, as documented by

Dr. John Rizzo of Western Michigan University in W.s report of

his 1974 study,' br the other five task forces of early p.975 in

their proposals,,2 and in a number of earlfer studies and reports,

is the reason for a greater emphasis.on tasks and activities related

to internal library operations than is usual in five-year Plans of

service for library systems.

The Chicago Public Library,is entering on4its second century

bf service pt a time of rapid change in every area, of life. If

the Library is to meet the needs ot the people who support it, an

organized effort must be made tO'Obtain accurate current .information

about those people and thpir needs and expectations rather than

basing decisions on what has been done in the past or on the

strongest pressures at a given moment. A distinguiShed librarian,

Ruth Warncke, has stated veryconcisely the reasons for such study,

the nature of the information to be gathered, and the way it Its to

be used:

'John R. Rizzo, "A Report on Service Operations of the Chicago

Public Library," February, 1075.

2Chicago Public Library, Career Opportunities for clerical 0

Empibyees Task Force, "Proposal Submitted by the Career Opportuni*,

ties for Clerical Employees Task Force," /June, 19757. .

Public Library, Circulation POlicies and Procedures TaSk Force,
"Proposal," May 2,- 1975; Chicago Public Library, Materials
Selection Task Force, "Proposal of the Materials Selection-Task,
Force," /flay, 19757; Chicago Public Library, Security Task rdre6,

"Task Force Proposal," May 6,,1975; Chicago Public Library, ,

Training Task Force, "A Proposal to Make Provision for Training

of Chicago Public Library Staff," April 30, 1975.
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To fulfilkits function, 'the staff of
the public library must have curient, docu-
mented, organfzed information concerning its
publicts.background, heeds, and interest.S.-

Unless it has this data, and 'has built the

library's dollectiOni its:program, and its
relation with the community ound-the
insights derived from it, the 'brary can
scarcely be of real signifidan to the

community.3' , .

Much of the needed infOrmation'is-avilable in printed sources
,

g .

or from persohs or organizations riot
.

far from the Library's many
, ,..

agencies, but encouragement and some expert aid /in, assembling and

anayzing the data as well as time for the activity e neede .4well

(See Objective A, Ta$k 1.)
, \

z! ,

. /..
,

,

' Many uses of the information to be obtained through a community.,

study are incorporated in the plan f0t71976-1.41 and demonstrate whyincorporated ,,

this task is considered basic. However, the ,greatest challenge to

be fOund in the 'plan is probably the use of the results of the

community., tudy to set priorities for-action. (See Objec.tive A,

10

Task 3.)

For the immediate future'; theke-seems to .be-"considerable

agreement,among' library staff members, workdrs in other, community

agencies, and the generar>public about the need forgtudy and/or

' action in some specific areas of service.' The Library'-s program

of services for children is generally acknowleaged to maintain a

high standard; but,.as ihmost,public librari systems tOday,':'ther

is dissatisfaCtion and disagreement about the types and quality

of services provide' for the junior h'gh'nschool age group and for

fl

3111.ith Warncke; 'Analyzing Your Community: Ba6is for luilding

Library Service," Illinois Libraries 57 (Februaiy, 1975): 64..

n
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,

those immediately beyond that stage.- Study is needed to.detetmine

the combinations of staff, library materials, physical facilities,

and programs most likely't0 produce satisfactory services for 7e

young people. It,may,not. be possible to serve all those -within

this age span successfully by treating them-as a single gr

but whAever decisiori is reached, a workable administrative

structure, must be devised: (See pageq2-22-23 .and Objectiye 'A,

TasX'4-f.) k
0 4

'Pubne and school libraries play distinct but complementdry-

roles in servingchildren and young people in any community; $.

-cooperation between the two at all levels is essential if the best '4

possibleGservice is, to be given with the least friction. and:

ful duplication: The Chicago Public Library has'long been involved

2-

in providin6 library service within the city 'S public schools at all,

levels., According to Lowell Martin, "the Tir'st elementarrolibraries1

Were classrOom deposit collections fYrni6hed by the public:library,"

and "the first high school. libraries were providedentirely by the

public library.. ."4 The Chicago 'Public School System' and other

schools in the city have gradually assumed more of,the responsibility

for providing their students with the kind of school'libr'arY service

integrated with the school curriculum which is now regarded as
s .

desirable. However,. in 1915.the majority of the stops of the

mobile units (bookmobiles or travelling libraries and mini-vans)

4LOwell A. Martin 'assisted by Terence Crowley' and Thomas
Shaughnessy, Library Response to Urban Change: A Study of the

11"

ao.
Chicago Public Library (Chicago: American Library AstOciation,
1969), p. 239.

,
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of-the' ChicagogPtiblic Library were made at schools, In'addition,
,

31
r4

many, Special Depoits and.Paperback Li4aries were supplied to
V9

V

V

schools by the Special Extension'Servicof the Chicago Public
.

Library... These ServiCes, all too often appeared to be used as

visubstitutes for adequate school library serce provided by the

school system and to.result in pook service to the students 'and the

inhibition of the development of good school libraries.
5

At the
d

same time, funds were lacking for developing or *proving other
0.

services for which the public library has, thq sole responsibility.
t4 Q

(See pages 5-7 and Objective A,' Tasks*44-a and 5.)
r 0

.,To change and improve, the complex and long:standing

ship of t,"be Library to schoOls will require'infotmed discussion at.
.

various levels over a period of time folloWed by action by the

Boards and administrators. The need for such di:gauss17.n and,
0 ,

action is made more urgent by the advent of muititype).ibraky
4

networks in Illinois: School libraries

members of the state's eighteen library

may now become, affiliate

systeths,6 but such

relationships can only be workable when based on-sound,well-
.

defined concepts,of the role of each type of lfbiary.

AlthOugh undeT,Tederal leadership valuable library,services
5,

have long, been given to the blind, and since 1966 to those with

physiCal. handicaps which prevent them from handling printed

materials in conventional ways, it has becoMe evident that much

5Joseph L. Wheeler and Herbert Goldhor, Practical AdministTa-
,

tion of 'Public .Libraries. (New York: Harper, 1962) , pp. 392..93:

*61"Expanding ILLINET . . . Real Movement Toward-a Multitype

Library Network," Illinois Libraries 57 (June, 1975): 378-80.

tr
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remains tb be done to reach a.significant number of th se.eligible

' for thespecial 'services and togive these and other physica.11y

handicapped persons equal access to regular library services and
9

7

resources. There is also growing awareness that the mentally and

emotionally' handicapped and persons confined in Institutions may

not have access to library service in any real sense and thdt

local public libraries have some responsibility for serving them.
. ,

Such expanded or new services will require study and imaginative

planning.' (See page 14 -and'Objecti4e A, Task 4-b, c, and d.)".

The increasing number of retired and/or elderlli.persons in
,

the Population and the fact that these persons tend to have some

common needs for information and-problems:,with the use of library

'services have, made it desirable to plan for this particular group

and to provide some special services for them. (See Objective A,

'Task 4-e.)

Another area in which the Library's services need study

redefinition is that relating to the needs of the large number of

ethnic, groups in the Chicago metropolitan area. Chicago is, and

has long been, a multicultural city with ethnic consciousness

maintained and expressed in its many neighborhood communities and

varied institutions.? Today some of Chicago's communities seem

ethnically stable, but many are in a.state of 'flux. When a

community changes rapidly, not only the services and resources of

the library agency serving it may need to change, but staff

members need assistance which may involve orientation to the

7Irving Cdtler, Chicago: Metropolis of the Mid-Continent

( /Chicago7: Geographic Society of Chicago, /1973 pp. 37-43.

41
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b the:lincoming.group(s) or transfer to the areas where the
,

.

.

utgoing group(s) are locating. This is a. problem to be expected
:.. ,

. ,

_ .

,
. . r ., .

.
in a city with. 4 multicultural population, and ways of handring -

.

. -

it should be planned. (See Objective A, Task 4°g and Objec ve C,
4

Task 4.)

Such analysis of the needs and expectationvof,the total _

population o, which the Chicago Public_ Library System has respon°

sibilities reveals that it must plan to serve not only geOgraphical

areas or "place communities" but also groups of people with similar

interests and/or common problems who may be scattered throughout'

the whole geographical area Served by the Library; the latter are

sometimes called-"interest communities."

A 'positive statement that "the Library is-committed to 'a

multimedia approach" appears in the Materials Selection Policy of

the Chicago Public/Library',
8 and considerable detail on'what this

means can be found througfiout-that document. However,'movement

toward making this commitment a reality has been uneven. Problems

include: different methods are required for selecting, ordering,,

and processing nonprint materials from those used with print;

a
staff members need the opportunity to examine nonprint materials

and accompanying equipment before selecting and ordering just as

they examine print materials; if nonprint materials are to be used

within an agency rather than loaned, suitable equipment (hardware)

and space must be provided just as they' are for reference 'materials

8Chicago Public Library, Materials Selection Policy of the-

Chicago Public Library (Chicago: Chicago Public Library, 197.0),

p.36.
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in print; work of the several speckdlists in nqnprint materials now

on the Library staff'shb.uld be cobrdinated so thatthe greatest

benefits may be re lized f

page 22 and Objectiv

6; and Objective C-4.

om their knowledge and skills. (See

I-
Task 6; Objective B, Tasks 1, 2, 5, and

.

A specific problem in the ).rea of nonprint material is the

difficulty which branch librarians have had in obtaining lGmrn

films from the Audiovisual Center of the Library for use in

programs in the branches. ,The Li* ary's interagencytelivery

service has been too slow to use fo such itightly scheduled

materials and also has lacked the security measures necessary for

handling films. Not only has the number of branches offering film

programs increased, but the total number of branches has grown. ,,f4

Meanwhile the demand f9
t,,,

films for groups hiS been increasing.
.

The following statistics show this develoiment dramatically:.

re,

REELS OF FILM LOANED TO BRANCHES AUDIENCE COUNT

1970 4,163 , 79,559

1973 11,578 ' . 516,307

1974' 6,292 314,350
1

film prOgramp for adults wee scheduled by

ranches-in 1974, but the 1975 trend is again

upward-)

REELS Or FILM LOANED `TO GROUPS AUDIENCE COUNT

1970

1973

1974

.65,286

82,791

104,453

2,386,535

4,126,362

5,597,044

4'6
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rt to solve this problem, funds were obtained to purchase

films for use, in the branches, and a Branch Film Center is to be set

up. (See Objective A, Task 6-b and c.)9

The success of a library's program of direct services to

publicz' depends heavily on the effectiveness of a variety of

activities not visible to the public. For example, in the opinion

ca many.staff members, one of the greatest obstacles to giving good

library service to those using the Chicago Public,Library System is

the.condition of the delivery service responsible for the distri-

bution of internal mail, library materials including new books and

audiovisuals as well as interagency loans supplies, equipment, and

furniture to all units and agencies of the Library. The functions

of transportation, shipping and mail distribution were among those

studied and found"wanting by Dr. John Rizzo in 1974, and his

"Report" contains specific recommendatiods for their improvement.10

The Circulation Policies and Procedures Task Force,11 the Materials

Selection Task orce, 12 and the Security Task Force13 all found that

the delivery ystem was involved in the urgent, problems to which

9Sta stics supplied by Diane Purtill, Head, Audiovisual

Center,-Chicago Public Library Cultural Center, September 2, 1975.
0

10Rizzo, pp..44-45.

11Chicago Public Library, CirculationPolicies and Procedures

Task Fqrce, "Proposal," May 2, 1975, p. 39.

12Chicago Public Library, Materials Selection Task Force,

-"Proposal of the Materials Selection Task-Force," /M y, 19757,

p. 36.

13Chicago Public Library, Security Task Force,' "Task Force

' Proposal," May 6, 1975, pp. 27-28.
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they were seeking solutions. Not only would a better delivery

system improve service to users -it could reduce costs because the

number of items lost or damaged in transit should be reduced and

because a variety of expensive methods are used to circumvent the

present system in order to get the reader what he wants soon

enough to be usable. (See,Objective A, Task 7-a and b and

Objective D, Task 3.)

A major problem involving internal operations of the Library

is that relating to satisfactory bibliographic access to the total,
oV

collections of the Chicago Public Library. The public card catalog,

(PCC) of the Central Library (headquarters of the System) lists

the books (with certain exceptions) owned by the Central Library,

but it does not show which branch libraries own these books nor
/ -

does it list nonprint materials except audiocassettes. The PCC

is considered to be frequently inaccurate because of lack of

effective maintenance through the years. At present it is

divided into three sections: one for books classifieolby the

Dewey Decimal Classification System, one for those classified by

the Library of Congress Classification System (adopted on

January 1, 1974), and one for the relatively small number of books

still classified by the old Poole System. Each subject division

of the Central Library and each branch library has a card catalog

of the books tiihich it owns. There are special records of

periodical holdings, government.publications, printed and recorded

music, films, and other types bf library materials. ,

Ole

4:

;j1
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Foi, 'staff usei, there is an.. official catalog, that is, a 'LTC
-

of boo owned by he Chicago Public Library arranged alphabeticly

by authot and giv4.ng some subject entries as well as bibliographic

detail0,4lowever, this official catalog is-not up-to-date. There

is alsoja shelf list which shows which agencies oWn at least one

copy of a given title. If the official catalog were up-to-date, it

would be possible to determine which agencies,own a given title

by using both these records although they are located in the

Catalog Department and are unique. Similar records of nonprint

materials do not exist. (See page 22.)

It is often imposiible to give prompt, eficient service to

users of the Chicago Public Libraiy System because there is no

practical way to determine which agencies of the Library own .a

desired item. When no copy of the item is available at the Central

Library, the drily way to learn whether some branch library may have

a copy available is b random guessing and calling. Neither maximum

service to library users nor maximum use of library materials is

posible. This situation is particularly serious because the

Chicago Public. Library is now the only ne of the four Research and '

Reference Centers for the state which h s no record of its holdings

which can be made availably to the othez' Research and Reference

Centers or to the seventeen other libra y systems in the state.
n'

This means that all requesti for materials which the other Research ,

and Reference Centers do not own must be sent to the Chicago Public

Library for searchfrig here. If requests for materials which the

Chicago Public Library does not own could be eliminated without

45
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,

sending them to Chicago, readers,would receive faster service on

their requests, and Chicago' "fill" rate on requdsts would

doubtless be higher..

It'is worth n*ting that the Chicago Public Library's holdings

in fiction, 1@reign language

sidered particularly useful.

materials, and periodicals arc con-

Items in the first two categories

are especially likely to be found in branch library collections

and thus be difficult to locate.

The rapid technological developments of recent -ye'ari make

possible a variety of solutions. to the problem of the lack of some
.

.

.

form of union catalog; these are now being studied and recommendations

for action prepared. (See Objective A, Task 7-d.)

. Another problem which requires careful study to reveal its

true diMensions is that of providipg the types and quality of

library services which will meet the needs exiting in the Loop

area of Chicago. The business commercial, and transportation center
o %

of Chicago continues to be in the Loop area, and,The Comprehensive
, P

Plan of Chicago
.
recommendS increases in housing in what it refers

as the Central Area Communities.14? In addition to the large

numbers of people working and/or living in and around the Loop,

*

many others come more or less frequently for a wide variety of

pUrposes -one of which may be library usage. Obviously, the library

14Chicago, Department of Development and-Planning,. The

g2Nrehensive Plan of Chicago (Chicago: Department of Development

and Planning, 1966), pp. 116-17; Chicago, Department of Development

and_Planning, Chicago 21: A Plan for the Central Area Communities,

prepared by,the Chicago Department of Development and Planning,

Chicago Central AreZ Committee, and others (Chicago, Department

of Development and Planning, 1973), pp. 2-6.
01
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needs in such an area are many and extremely diverse and they are

'expected ,to increase.

The. Central Library, at 78 east Washington Street has provided

be";;sing, reference, and information services based on both print

and nonprint materials for users of all ages as well as a'variety
i.

4

of related cultural programs. Because'the Central Library has had

a larger collection of circiditing materials, containing more copie44

of titles, covering more subjects, and doing so in greater deLith

than any single branch library, Chicagoans have had access to a

large library either directly or through requestsmade'at their

community branches. Not surprisingly, the building itself has long

since been outgrown bqth in regard to physical space necessary for

library materials,,staff, and users And in regard to dapacityto

house new and different kinds of services.,

The Popuk,r Library of.theaica4o Public 'Library Cultural
.

Center is to be,considerably larger than formerly and is well

located to serve the function of a browsing and recreational

collection. It is arranged for this purpose, and space is not

available for it to expand into other kinds of: service. The

Cultural Center will also house service to children and even more

cultural and educational activities than in the past. The

TemBgrary Central Library at 425 North Michigan. Avenue will carry

'on the other direct ser ices to,library users and the support to the

branch libraries as well as posiiiple4 but the amount of space

available in the Mandel Building is.acknowledged to be inadequate, and

the location is poor as far as services to the majority of users

coming to the Library in person is concerned. It should be noted-

51

.
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that the larder, stronger branch libraries are all located at a

considerable Aistance,from the Loop and that only one of the large

regional library centers proposed in Library. Response to Urban

Cbang215 has been built.,

Although the Central Library has always provided a larger

I 1

raference oll,pction of-maerialo in all forMats and more
ry

specialize assistance in its use than the branch libraries, it
- 1

has never developed the collectione and staff characteristic of .

a research library, leaving Chicago without one type'of public

library service taken for granted ip manyalarge American cities.

One reason for this failure in development lies. in the historical

fact -that two g'reat specialized libraries, the Newberry Library
o

and the John Crerar Library; developed-almost simultaneously with

the Chicago Public Library and that the three had a working

agreement concerning collection building and service policiet116

011 weverithe collection and service policies:of theNewberry and

Crerar Libraries have changed in the course of the years, and the

need for information and research facilities,has become increasingly

-important) to individuals and organizations: The creation of a

research library wcthin the. Central Library has also been hampered

by the need to serve large numbers of general readers and to supplement

the collections and services of the branch libraries. (See pages

11-12'0

15Martin, pp. 100-11.

16carleton'Bruns Joeckel and Leon Carnovsky, A Metropolitan
Libr,_q_x.y. in Action: A Survey of the Chicago Public Library,
University of Chicagi5 Studies in Library Science (Chic
University of Chicago press, fr9407, pp. 391-93.
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Planning to provide pighquality library services of all the

types needed in the Loop area wilt haveto have a high priority.

because of the, temporary nature of th6 present arrafigetnents outside

'the dultural Center. Such planning will be affected by. *He Libi-ary's

-Status as a Systent and as_a Research and Reference Center, by current

technological possibilities, by the constraints of the

financial situation; by the decisions and policies of neighboring

educational and cultural institutions, and by various other factors.

(See Objective A, Task 11, and Objective B, Task 5.)

The size of a library's collections of print an nonprint

'Materials is one of the most familiar measures used for evaluating

is quality,

nly one way,

ibrary's ability to meet its users' needs and e*pectations.

but the number of items or different titles owned is

and possibly not the most importaht, of judging a

According to Lowell Martin's Library Response to Uban

"the main collection of the Chicago Public Library with few.

exceptioris ,must be characterized as somewhere at .the junior or

intermediate college level which is usually built up in. cities

muqh smaller than Chicago, but not as a collection:with the

refe ence and subject area capacities suitable a great metro-

politan center."17 This,statement not only reinforces the previous

discussion of the need for a research' library but has implications

for the Libra total collection. 'Some of -Elie practices which

led to this situation have been changed since the publication of

Martin's study, but further ieorganization.Within the Library,

17Martin, P. 55:
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increased financial support, and formal cooperative arrangements

with other libraries and library systems seem to.be necessary to

provide Chicagoans with access to collection., geared to all levels

of need in all fields. (See pages 22.23 and Objectte B.)

A few specific. problems in regard to cbllectiorr uilding an(

maintenance seem to stand out at present. All librarA,es receive

many gifts of materials ranging in value4 from rare books and-

nanuScriptsto wastepaper, but the Chicago Public Library still

has no.central gift process ng unit.la The four Redistribution

Centers to which the branche send materials no longer useful in
a .

their collections .(withdrawals)- ih order' to make them available
4

o other library agencies do; not seem to function effectively.19

These materials arE not, or should not be, worn out or obsolete,

and their traisfer to°agencies where they can be used is aid

inexpensive way of extending collections::: Thpidisposal of discarded

materials also Constitutes a problem of handling because if they

cannot be disposed of immediately there must be space ,for their

storage. .(See Objective $, Tasks 8, '9, 10 and 11 and Objective E,

Task 6.)

Chicago has always been a city in which dozens off` languages ,

besides English have been used. Throughout its history the Library

has Made varying efforts to meet the'peeds for materials in languages

18Ibid., pp. 57 66, 152.

19Chicago Public Library, Materials Selection Task Force,
"Proposal of the Materials Selection,Task Force," /Hay, 19757,
pp.. 20-21.
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other than English and foelearning.English as 'a second language.
4, .

,
J .

The rapid increase in the. Spanish-speaking population In tied..

Chicago area in recent\yeara has increase the needs for materials-
.

cm Spanish particularly. However, more materials in allpformats,

and on various "levels: of difficulty in a niam er of di:fferent.lan-

.

guages should be acqUired by the Library and should be made"available
.

9

More promptly and easily.. mo do thisbrd4iiires use of,both local

.sources such as booketorei and"-sources in other countries; in'
.

-
.

'turn, procedures for ord4ring material must tie flexible enough'

to permit effeCtive up of such sources. .(See'Obje6tive A,
a

Tabk 49-g-(1).and (:)ljective B, Tasks 1, and 6 -d.)

High quality li)aray-eervices cannot be provided, without

Adequate number of'well qualified, highly motivated staff

members appropriately placed-ana given..satisfactOry working con -_

in various.categories whichditions. ,The number.of'staff = members

are assigned to. each unitelf:the Libra
'a

ryshoUld. be gietermined 1311

4 d by its' safety andthe program of services df the unit,a
1

security conditional,. the-level of financial support for the
o

Li:brary:;_61 'course., a major bonstraint .planiiing of, the

-program of services.,ind .hence on-staffing. The physical eXpansion

* of the Library has a direct effect on., staff distribution. Statistics

/prepared early in 1975 showed that, althoughthere were-small

increases 'in the number.of persons employed in various categories
4

'between 196T and 1574c the increase in 'the number of a4encles.to

be staffed and to be provided*with necessarle,services,'such as

materials processinand deliveries, had resulted)g- ir:a significant-

S
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°decrease in aVerage staff p6r agency-20 and had 16ssened the over
,

all effectiveness of such services as the interagency delivery

system. (See pages 23t254

Study of the 'staff needs of the Chicago. 'Public Library

:

.1975 reveals poorly balanced staffing of some agencies too

few professionals and.too many clerical workers or the opposite

situation),, lack of provision fot emergency situations; and' simple

lack of enough staff to carry out the planned program of services.

The latter includes lack of staff members with the special skills

and experience .to give special services and occurs in the Central.

Library as well as in the branches. Some of the Library's public
o

service agencies do not have enough staff members at present to

give normal service in a safe 'atmosphere even if every staff,

member is present -as scheduled. In other cases absence of one or

more staff members for training purposes or necessary duties

outside the a ncy to say nothing of absence becatise of illness

;;Mpeps° 1.1( 'u(sine s days, or

.A carefully develop pia!)

staff requirements, known contingencies, and financial constraints

em and assure that library users wo&ld

Imes in every agency.' (See Objective C,

vacation c;eates'a staffing 'emergency. 21-

taking into account the assessment of

could alleviate this prob

receive good service at all

Tasks 1 and 24

20Ellen Zabel to David.Peich, "HoUra tecomme ,atiOns for
Branches,". March 14, 1975. .

21Chicago.Public'Libcary, Security Task Force; "Task'Force
Proposal," May 6, 1975,. PIDT-10-4-

00
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The methods of record keeping in the personnel Office have

apparently not kept pace with the rapid ekpansion of the Library

and with new needs for information about staff. As a. result,

urgently needed information has often been unavailable at the time:
.

or in the' form needed. efforts .are now Un er, way` to adapt the
0 0

I *

personnel records system to the demands made upon it and to take.

advantage of, techniques made posSible by current te.chnolOgy:

(See Objective C, Task.3.1

a

Although a variety of.opportunities for °training and continuing,-

education of staff members.exists, there is at present no coordinated

pattein fortraining staff members new to the-Library ornewly°
,

'
promotedfor giving in- service and promotional training and or

offering needed retraining and continuing eduCatiOn.
22 Despite some

excellent training activities, gaps and deficiencies in past training -

-programs hav,e produced certain serious problems which plague the

staff meinhers involved and their supervisors.2 4See page'24,and

Objective C, Tasks 4 and 5-.)

The Library System has no clearinghouse fpr up-to-date

information about the-many and varied educational opportunities.

available to staff through professional organizations, educational.

,
institutions, and other agenqied in the Chicago metropolitan area

and elsewhere. Very limited ,use has been made of the asgietance

in. trainihg which, the aicagp Civil Service COmmiiSion `is .capable

0
1 r'

22Chigago Public Library,'Tfaining Tatk Force, "A'Proposal to

Make Proviiion for Training'. of Chicago Public Library Staff,"

April 30;,1975, pp. 3 11012., 0
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of giving or of Study Unlithited, a program for adult learners

c sponsored by the Chicago Public Library and the City Colleges

of Chicago. (See Objective C, Task 4-c4, d, and e.)

Training is mnt a panacea for all the problems of the Library,

but it is'an important eleMent in their solution. Carefully

Planned, high quality .training can improve the quality,of service
I ,. 0

given to the spublia, raise staff morale,; and contribute to the
.4 ., . . ,

,

.ecomOmical operation of the Library. 24 Untrained or poorly trained
, . .

,

. staff members may react by'slisplayin4,-poor -service attitudes toward

'the public, and they will'proiMblli..waite supplies, misuse equipment
,

. ,, . a
;

or fail, to use it atall,'anci makespoor use of their working time

while-finding their-work experiencp very,unsAisfying.
.

Every staff membet.of. the LOrarai'is.directly affected by the
. .

a _content and grading of-pripidotionaleicaminationsrthe
/
procedures

.

, . .

used for evaluation of work: performanCe; and the disciplinary
. 4 ,.f

irteasures used or possible; 'staff questiohs and complaints are

_often concentrated onthese matters. Investigation shows that

Improvements'inall .ax'e possible and again the end result would
/

be better serviae.to the public. (See page 24 and Objective C,

Tasks 6, 8, and 90
.

,
In discussing most of the problems described above, the matter

f communication was found to be involved. CommuniCation must

y

floiajn three directions--down, up, and across--in any organization.

Blockage or distortion of &mmunication in any of4these 'directions

Libraiy, Training Task Force, "A Proposal
.to Make Provision for Training of Chicago Public Library Staff, "'
April 30,, 1975, pp. 6-8.

, .
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produdes problems. Some of the problems caused or increased by

pQor cimmunication within the Chicago. Public Libraiy which have
53,

been identified are: exi a servAces.are not made vailable to

the public or are not correctly explained; many operating procedures

which should be uniform throughout the Libeary both for the

convenience of library users and to facilitate the tra sfer of

staff members from one agency to another are not uniform;laci of

prompt factual information, failure to provide continuous and

understandable ,nter.pretation bf such complex matters as the

budgetary process, conflicting directives and reports, and other

.commlihication breakdowns regarding -matters important to the staff

encourage the Spread of rumors, produce fears which may be needless,

and often create -threatening atmosphere not conducive to good

work.

One of the most importantmeans of internal communication is%.

the-staff meeting at which two-way communication can take place on

the spot.. Various kinds of staff meetings are-necessary in such

a large library, but one of the most vitais that for all members

of the staff of an individual unit or agency. In some units of

the Library, such meetings apparently take place verf infremlently

or not at all,.satisfactory arrangements are not Made to brief

those who cannot, attend a meeting, or the meetings are conducted

in such a way that they do not seem helpful to most of the staff.

involved. Other types of staff meetings var in frequency and

.quality. It should be possible to record staff meetings on

audiocassettes for the use of those unavoidably absenit. As a

ti
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'source of audiovisua1 materials and equipment, the Library should be

in an excellent pOsition to enhance the meetings of its own staff by

using a Variety of techniques for presenting informatilon-and aidindi

in the leacning of nee kills Ind. attitudes. The schbduling of staff

meeti 's'should be one of the. fact ro con idered in determining the

i.hours of opening of-the
_ Librarlt's public service agendies. Staff

.
.

.

.Enetings are,a form of in-service training and can help staff members

to become and remain well-ingormed, nthucApotp persons who win the
4

liking and trust of the people they serve. (See Objective D; Task 1.)

One of the most frequently discussed needs in the area of

, . k

interns. communications ;is that for an 'gyp.to-datd usable "staff

manual," easily availablL to every staff member. Th9 need encompasses

personnel information applying tQ every employee of the Library, an

official statement of current Library policies, clear instructions
V>

for carrying out many different work routines in different kinds of

units, and a collection of samples of the various forms use& in 'the

Library correctly filled in. Obviously several different publications

rather than.a.single "staff manual" will be necessary to meet these

needs in a practical way. It is worth noting that each of the fiVe

task forces appointed at the same time as the Five-Year Plan Task
%

Force included in its proposal some type of manual or handbook.25 0

25Chicago Public Library, Career Opportunitis for Clerical
Employees Task Force, "A Proposal. Submitted by the Career /1

Opporturiities for Clerical Employees Task Force," /June,
pp. 19-20; Chicago Public Library, Circulation Policies and

Task Force, "Proposal," May 2, 1975, pp. 1215;
Chicago Public Library, Material's Selection Task Force, 'Proposal
of the Materials Selection Task Force, /May, 19757, p. 22; Chicago
Publicqabrary, Security Task Force, Iask,Force Proposal,"
May.6,41975, r4,. 14; Chicago Public Library, Training Task Force,
"A Proposal to Make Provision for Training of Chicago Public
Library Staff," April 30; 1975, pp. 23, 27, 30.
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a strong desire for acCurate, up-to-date, realisticl'and

informa ion in a quickly- accessible\form. (S6e Objective D,

The quantity and qualitTof mechanical and eleatroaic 'methods

for communicating between the various public service agencies and "-

other units qf thdiLibrary System directly affect the quality `of
7

service offered to the public. The problem of the interagency'

delivery system has already been discussqd,'but there are or could

be other means of interagency cOmmunication; Telephone service is

limited by the numbet of lines available. to the System, their heavy

use at busy hours, and conflicts between direct public se rvice and

. neqessary staff communication. teletype is used for communication

with the other Research and Reference Centeks in the state but not

within the Chicago Public Library System. CoAputer display terminals

are used by' the Catalog Depaitment for querying tbe,:computer of the

Ohio College Library Center. Closed-circuit.television. and cable'

television are, still in the unknown futur,e for this Libr ary along

with other less-publicized technological developments' in cbitimunication.

'method ok faster, accurate, internal communication at reasonable

cost are needed to give Chicagoans full access to all the library

resources now available for them. (See,Objective D,° Tasks 3 and 4.)

Another constantly felt need in internal communication is that

eor reliable current news about all aspects of .the operations o'

the Library System which affect staff members.
26

A. Weekly or

26Chicago Public Library, Career Opportyinities for Clerical

Employees Task Force, "Proposal Submitted byc'the Career Opportunitie

for Clerical Employees Task Force," /June, 19757, p. 19.
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monthly publication(s) giving such news and expressing both

administration and staff viewpoints is.a customary method of

satisfying this need in organizations; at prdsent this need is
A

-being at least partially met in the Library. Many memoranda giving

"hot'news" or clarifying problems are also being'issuea,-but there

are difficulties in assuring'that they reach everyone for. whom they

are intended promptly and that they remain available in a systematic

arrangement as long as they may be needed. (See Olajective D,

Task 5.)

It has been said that-negative information does not flow upward

and that upward communication in general is the most difficult to
o

maintain in effective operation. In a large and geographically

scattered organization like the. Chicago Public Library, the planners

ar4 decision-makers-at the top are very far from those serving the

public directly or carrying out necbssary internal routines, but

the successes and failures at the grass roots and staff members °

feelings about them are responsible for the conception which most

library users have of the library. The flow of information,

including "bad news," upward is vital and needs to bd facilitdted.

(See'Objective D, Task 6.)

The physical facilities housing the Chicago public Library in

1975 varied greatly in overall condition, in suitability of location,

:,and in adequacy for the purposes of the specific agency. The 1897

building row known as the Chicago Public. Library Cultural Center

at 78 East Washington Street is being renovated and remodeled..

A majer purpose of the work/ is to restore dhd display effectively
.t
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the Tiffany glass dimes, mosaics, marble, and other artistic

featuresof the building. In addition, "a five-story public-

facilities core" to connect the two large wings of the building

is being constructed. As noted above the space occupied by,the

Temporary Central Library at 425 North Michigan is neither per-

manent nor suitable in size or location, for good service to the

public.. (See pages 24-25 and Objective E, Task 5.)

Despite the fact that there are some new and attractive branch

library buildings, many of the branch libraries have been poorly

maintained and/or need major repairs; some are poorly located.
27

Maintenance, repair', and custodial care are areas of internal

operations where much improvement is needed and which must be

considered" when new agencies are proposed And planned. Users iof

the Library react to the physical conditions of the agencies as

well as to the services offered. (See Objective E, Tasks 1, 2,

and 3.).

The Illinois Regional Library and the Chicago Sub-Regional

Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped are housed in

overcrowded quarters in the basement of the Hild Regional Branch
O

Library. Special Extension Services, which supplies Special

Deposits, and Paperback Libraries to many organizations and

institutions, supervises the Reading and Study Centers, operates

several diverse specially funded projects, and offers various other

`services, is .housed in overcrowded, and unsuitable space in the

27Rizzo, pp. 15-18, 27-29, 37 -38; Chicago Public Library,
Security Task Force, "Task Force Proposal," May 6, 1975,
pp. 15-16, 20-24.
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Legler Regional Branch Library. The problems of'housing(gift

materials as well as withdrawn and discarded materials have already

been discussed in connection with collection building. Finally,

at least some of the Library's mobile units are reported to be in

unsatisfactory physical condition for giving dependable, economical

service to the pplic. (See Objective E, Tasks 4 and 6.)

The wide range of means which the Chicago Public Library uses

for informing its many publics of its resources and services have

bben described. The Broadcasting Unit, Displays and Graphics Unit,

the proposed Office Of Library-Community Relations, the Coordinator
-

of Programs and Exhibits for the Chicago Public Library Cultural

Center; the individual public service agencies, and all other

Units of the Library share the responsibility for contributing to

the knowledge and understanding which those entitled to use. the

System have of it'. All these units influence the attitudes of

Chicagoans toward their Public Library and should, in turn, provide

information to the administration of the Library about those

attitudes as staff members experience them. However, at present

there is no provision for coordination to assure coverage of all

aspects of this important'dialogue between the Library System and

its publics, to facilitate cooperation without limiting the creativity:

and initcative of those involved, and to provide for operation within '

the priorities determined for the Library's program of services. The

branch libraries particulary feel a need for expert assistance in

carrying out marled activities in communicating with the public

effectively and economically. (See page 23 and Objective F.}

6 4



Many of the changes and improvements projected in the
o

0

following five-year plan for the Chicago Public Library System

should resultin saving money og in.obtaining more and better

services for the funds expended. Nevertheless, it is unlikely

that any study will show that the Library is meeting the needs for

library service at an adequate level. Consequently, efforts to

increase the financial support of the Library are vital. In

1971-1972, Chicago ranked twenty-eighth in per capita expenditures

among public libraries in municipalities having populations of

300,000 or more.28

In considering the amount received by the Library from local

tax funds it must be recalled that this is always reduced by the

varying amounts of uncollected taxes and by the interest which

must be paid on tax anticipation warrants necessitated by the ,

fiscal practices of the City of Chicago. The Library, would

probably be on safer ground in regard to its tax levy'if Chicago
c,

were authorized to levy up to A:5 percent for library purposes by

a state law rather than by a city ordinance. (See pages 19-20 and

Objective H, Task 1.)

Compared to some large public libraries, Chicago Public Library

has relatively limited amounts of income from bequests and special

funds given by private individuals and groups. The financial

report for 1973 showed receipts of $30076 from trust income

28John T. Eastlick, "Financial Problems Affecting Metrbpolitan
Libraries," Library_ Trends 23 (October, 1974): 222-23.
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and speciAl funds of this type.29 1See'page 20 and Objective 11,

Task 2.)

4

In many cases, the project proposal obligAes the library to carry

Specially funded projects are a mixed blessing_ for any library.

on the project with its own funds after the funded period of.the

, project ends. The library may also be obld.gated to disseminate

information about the project and its results throughoutethestate

or the United States as part of the project although no funds have

been provided specifically for this purpose. Another situation
a

which may have financial implications is that which comes about

when a project, usually of an experimental nature or aimed at a

specific target group in the population, enables one or a few

library agenciei to offe services no. available at all agencies

or to operate for a time under spmewhat different policies; this

can lead to misunderstanding by the public and to demands for

similar services and policies in all agencies of the library.

The Chicago Public Library has experienced all these probrems

with specially funded projects as' well as the 'obviousadvantages

which they afford. (See lieges 20-21 and Objective. H, Task 3 ;)

Although the Five-Year Plan Task Force did not carry out a

community study and did not formally set priorities.for the tasks

and activities which it formulated, the members perceptions of

the community served by theChidago Public Library System and

their feelings about priorities for goals and actions are

29Official Record of Board"of Directors of the Chicago Public
Library, October 14, 1974, p. 112.
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undoubtedly reflected irk the five-year plan which followi4 This

statement of problems and needs should leav,e no doubt aboutth9pe

perceptions and priorities because it As intended to supply

background information and emphasis where it was most strongly

felt that they were needed.

r

0
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THE FIVE-YEAR PLAN OF THE CHICAGO LIBRARY SYSTEM

1976-1980

The goals of the Chicago Library System are to develop

improved and expanded library resources and services and to

assure equal opportunity of access to them by all Chicagoans

regardless of their geographical, location, economic, physical,

or social condition, or level of intellectual achievement.

Efforts to move toward these goal during the five years,

1916-1980, will focus on;

Evaluating, improving and adjusting exiting

programs of service and developing new programs

to fill gaps and meet new needs with a continuing

emphasis on user-oriented services.

a

ii. Cooperating in appropriate ways with other agencies
c%.

and organizations in the community in providing and/

or supplementing the library resources and services

necessary to melt the growing 4.nXbrmation nee-as of
a

an urban society.

D

III. Improving s rapidly as possible the functioning of

the Chicago'Public Library as a Research and

Reference Center for the state, & function mAnciated

by the Illinois LAbrary.SysteMs Act of 1965 (L. 1965,.

56 .

68'
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J!. 3077, amended by P.A. 77-1156, sec. 1), and

as a participant -in the various regional:cooperative

e forts td'provide excellent library serVices:to

those living in the Chicago metropolitan. area.

4 ImproVing the fiscal positioA of the /Chicago

Library System so that it can meet its responsibili-

ties to the city, state, sand nation.

OBJECTIVES

0
A. To de lop a prograM of,library seivices aided at

more ade ately meeting the needs of,7every

Chicagoan. -(,Siee page 58:)

B.. To$provide libraryNmaterials, both printand.non-
.

print, to more\adeguately the program Of

services of.ille ChicagoP lic Library and'to "

enable it, to fulfill its s-reSpo sibilities,as a

Research and Reference center of the state of

Illinois more satisfactorily (See P9 e 83.)

C. To develop a staff/of the size and quality t

support more adequately the program of service of

the Chicago PublicLibrary._ (See page 92.)

D. To improve communication withi
.

the Chicago Library

Syitem in order:to give better service to the public

and to prOvide a more satisfactory work environment

for the .staff . (See page, 101.)

9

s.
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.

E. To provide and consistently Maintain functional,-

safe, and, attractiVe'physical-facilItiee' necesSary.

.

to house the dfrect services to thePublic and the
.

essential behind-the-scenes-actiVities of the

Chicago Public Library. (See page-105.)

Al

To fu4ther-develop'and to coordinate all means

f> used for coMmuhication between' the Chidago..-

Library System and its publics so, that an

increasing number of the iridividuals,:groups,

and agencies entitled to use theLibrary,:Systerg
r

will be aware. of.its allge of resources and
- .

services and will make use'Of them. (See page 110

G. -To modernize and make more effectiim the internal

fiscal procedurey,of the Chicago Public Library

so that the largest possible proportion of .its

income will be available to support its services.

to the public. (See page 113.1

H. To increase the financial resources of ,the Chicago

Public Library System so that it can fulfill its

responsibilities to the city, state, and nation.

(See page 115.)

OBJECTIVE A:

To develop a program of library services aimed at more

adequately meeting the needs.Of every Chicagoan:

70.
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OBJECTIVE A

59

4'

1. Study the iervice."area' of the Chicago Library System

as a whole and each of the CoriMunitiesmaking. up the

'.4city of Chicago, involving all tho4 concerned to

assure thatl.ths6 infOrmation collected will haVe the

depth as well as, the breadth needed and to build-a

basis-for understanding and concern-about the results'

of the.study'as related to service, (See

pages 27-29.)

a)' The Assistant Chief Librarian-ComMunity Relations

N and Special Programa (of Service) will be reb-
.

ibl.e.for planning, coordinating, and super-

vising t e complete:ztudye which-will cover: both

the city aaawhole, and the individual neighbpihood

communities. Th

opportuhities fot

and dther..agencle

,community study shQuld reveal
- .

codperation between'the Library

sp public. and priliate; should,.

Ldentifltherganizations, aid services most

actively ch.seA thepOple; and it shouldsupply
-

tnfotmation unique akialibable to 0.anning.

improvementsand Chang in't e Library's 'Services

to its publics.

Each library unit.giVing tlire servioe to the '
0

public will be responsible for -co ucting,the study

of its own community' and inVoIving"comMunity
. \

residents and organizations. however, 'the -,X
,



OEJECTIVE:A-1-b)

Assistant Chief Librarian-Community Relations and

6p

.special Programs (of Service) will provide guide-.

ng a 'aelineatian'i of the geographical..

A.- ,

c a re each' unit, and assistance to

/

o

A 1.

e

insure tilat IDethods some basic
a

iylforMatiOn Will be unifokM ughoiV. the clAt so

tbat,the data collected will be affable.-
a.

The-irqt community -udy will be

January 1, 1977/ and wi be, updated b1..

thereafter to insure that th' Library System

be constant4l is alert to commun#Y needs, in order Eb.N.

anticipate '.changes and new services which may become.

a-
necessary..

d) The completion of the ,first community .study by the

specified date° wilfbe the firstimeasure of the

- achievetent of this:tadk The usefulness of the

0 ,

study ipcarrying out the next four tasks will

evaluateips worth; this will be investigated
h.

systematically at appropriat times:
a

. Utilize the resultp of the ,c5miquiiity study to design a

' program of service to meet the discerned needs of the

city as a whole and the individual communities, consider
,

ing the's f, library materials °and equipment, hours

S 0,

of operation, and physical facilities iequired.-

72
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OBJECTIVE A -2

a) The Administrative Teem of the Libraryl will

provide leadership-in this activity by developing

guidelipes for designing the programs of service'

and coordinating the plans of the individual'units
. .

giving direct service to the public. The

,Administrative Team will, deal specifical1y With

the problem of balahcing the need for uniformity
,

withthe valUe of flexibility in programming'and

procedutres.

b) Each unit giving direct service, to the public

a will follow the guidelines of the Administrative.

Team in develpping'a program of 'service based

on the needs revealed by the community study

and any other factors found necessary.

-ing into consideration the results of the community

stu
Chicago

determine priorities of library needs for

whole and for all types of the Library's

ser

The Admin

` staff. a

evelop a

1David
-for-Change," s
the Chicago, Lib
Special Lihraries\
January 28, 1975,

Reid
eech

encies. (See page 29.)

t a,

me

partici

Teeth of the Iibnary.will

tCli- will insure both public

on in the priority-setting

"The Chicago
C esented to the

ry b and the Illi
Asso ation, Chicago
p. 1 13.

ublic Library: Planning
annualjoint meeting of
is sch*)ter of the

Illinois
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OBJECTIVE A-3

b) Future budgets of the Library will be based on the

priorities determined; these priorities will be

revised at regular intervals.

4. Considering the revealer needs of each public service

agency of the Library, study the special services

offered by the Chicago Public Library to groups with

special needs or characteriotics and strengthen, or

redesign if necessary, the delivery of these services -
-4 .

to all areas of the city.

a) Under the direction of the.Chief Librarian, an

effort will be made in 1976 to initiate taped with

the Superintendent of the Chicago Publ? Schools

on- defining the appropriate roles of the two

systeb's in working with childrvn and youhg people

and about practical methods of cooperation betVeen

the systems. Similarly, in 1976 an effort will be

Made to,organize'a;Cominittee composed of respon-

sible representatives of all school (R-12) systems

Chicago and two or more appropriate staff

members of the Chicago Public Library to discuss

common problems and _identify areas of possible

cooperation. (SPe pages 29-31.)

The Department for the Blind and Physically

Handicapped will carry out the sub-goals and

objectives in the approved "Plan of Service"

74
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OBJECTIVE A- 4--b)

of the Illinois Regional Library the Blind and.

Physically Handicapped for Fiscal Year. 1976 and

those for succeeding years, and will observe the/

provision.d of the contractual agreements'eNisting

between the Chicago Public Library and both the

Library of Congress and the Illinoi State

0 Library.2 (See pages 31-32.)

The Assistant Chief Librarian-Community Relations

and Spacial Programs (of Ser4We) will, identify

the' groups of ,persons prevented by physical

handicaps from normal access to the servii/ces of

the Library but not eligible to use the epartment

for the Blind and Physically Handicapiie and will

investigate the various kinds of assis ance,

organiied (e.g.,Books for the Homebou d Service)

and unorganized, offered by the Library to such

persons. He /She will report to the iciministrative

Team by December 31, 1977, and recommend the next

steps to be taken to insure that such persons have

increased access to the Library's services.

d) The Assistant Chief Librarian-Community Relations

and Spacial Programs (of Servide) will investigate

2Robert F. Ens1e3i, "Library Service f r-the Blind and

Physically Handicapped: A Network Approac for Illinois,"

Illinois Libraries 57 (September, 1975): 457-60.
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OBJECTIVE A-4-d)

all services being offered by the Chicago Public

Library System to persons confined to institutions

such as hospital's and prisons . He/She-will report

to the Administrative Team by December 31, 108,

an&recommend the next steps to be taken to insute
4

that such persons have more adequate access to the

services of thel Library System.. (See page 32.)

e) The Assistant` Chief Librarian-Branches and Regional

rr° Libraries and the Assistant Chief Li rarian-

iJ\

Community Relations, and Special Prog4-9Ms (of

Service) will continue to exploie all library service

available to, and that used y, senior citizens in

Chicago, making use of inforMation gathered in the

community; study, and will prepare recommendation

for changes and essential new services by

July 1, 1977. (See page 32.)

(1) The position of Senior Citizens' Servx'es
\\\\

Specialist in the office of the Assis

Chidf Librarian-Branches and Regional Lib ries

will be created, budgeted arid filled ins 6
\o,
\/

accordance with the priorities determined\ and

the constrains of the budget.

(2) The proposed Senidk Citizens' Services Specialist

will carry out the planning and the tasks re-

gated by the approval of any of the recommenda-

tions referred to sn e) above.



OBJECTIVE A-4-e)-

(3) The propoSed Senior. Citizens' Services

Specialist will be responsible for the services

e offeted to centers where the agin

-congregate, such as nutrition centers and

Chicago Park District facilities, using

paperback collections and the new vehicles to

be purchased. He/She will evaluate the effective-

ness of the service at the end of its first yea.

of operation.

(4) The proposed Senior Citizens Services
N

Specialist will continue to codpeeate with

the Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens and,

with other agencies servirig the aging for the

purpose of providing library services meeting

the needs and desires of all senior citizens.

The Chief Librarian will designate a task force Of

appropriate staff members to explore all library

services available to, d those used by, young

people of, junior-high age level and immediately

beyond; this task force may include staff members

who have volunteered' and some representatives of

the grout's to be served. The task force will make

recommendations to. the Admini,strative Team by

January 14 1977, concerning ways of providing high

quality library services to meet the needs and desires

of all young persons,. (See-pages-29-30.)

77
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OBJECTIVE. A-4 f)

(1). The position of Young Adult Services SpdcialiA

in the office of the Assistant Chief Librarian-

Branches and Regional Libraries will be created,

budgeted and filled in accordance with the

priorities determined and the constraints of the

budget.

(2) If appointed in time, the proposed Young Adult

Services Specialist will cooperate with the 1

task force studying services to young persons.

The Assrstant Chief Librarian-Community Relations

and Special Programs (of Service) will use the

results of the community study and all other

available information to investigate the needs and

expectations of groups which have found the ser-

vices and facilities of the Library System mare

difficult of access or of less value because of

languagei cultural, and/ economic problems and

will also evaluate the results of such present

programs as Model Cities and the EL Centro de la
D

Causa Libra y,Project in order to recommend ways by

which the Li raiiMight'equa1ize service to these

groups. (Sec pages 32 33, 42-43.)

(.),The,planned'Coordinating program, Service to

the Spanish peaking.in Chicago, including the

Spanish ,Language Specialis .will be initiated

asgpon as possible and will be evaluated

7&



OBJECTIVE A-4-g)-(1)

N

67

4.

particularly to give guidance in planning

library services to similar groups when it is

determined that they are needed.

(2) The Assistant Chief Librarian-Community

Relations and Special Programs (of Service)

will study the work done and the results

f)chieved by the Neighborhood Information

Centers Project in five large city public

libraries to determine whether this service

or' some components of it may be useful and

practical in Chicago. 3

h) The Chief Librarian will appoint a .representative

group to study the present usa-of all' facilities

of the Chicago Public Library System by those-
.

enrolled in thg many secondary and post-secondary

educational institutions of all types in the.

metropolitan area as well 'as by independent adult

learners; this group will also consider possible

future trends in suchusage. The study group niay

include staff members who have volunteered because

of special knowledge,or interest and representatives

of those served. Within six months of the date of

(1.

3This Project was based on "A Proposal to Research'-and
D sign. Criteria for the Implementation and Establishthent of a
N ighborhood Information Center in Five Public Libraries in
Five- Cities: Atlanta, Cleveland Detroit, Houston, and
QUeens Borough." .Dorothy.Ann Turick, "The Neighborhood
Ilformation Centers Project," RQ 12 (Summer, Ina) : 342-43.
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ODU2CTIVE A-4-h)

a.

111 V

its appointment, the group will present the

Administrative Team lti aft infr=mational report

which will serve as a'basis for planning. '(see

pages 5-7, 293O,3334.)

5. Consider the various ways in which the mobile units

(bookmobiles or travelling libraries and mini-vans)

owned by the Library can bd used including the pro-

vision of library service whdre there is no branch

library, the provision of travelling exhibits concerning

the Itibraky's resources and sdtvices or such special

events as the Bicentennial celebration, and so on.

(Seepages-30-31.)

a) The Chief Librarian will designate a group of

appropriate staff members, including the Assistant

Chief Librarian-Branches and Regional Libraries,

to study the alternate uses of the mobile units and

make recommendaWns to the Administratiye Team by

January 1, 1977.

b) During 1976-1980, the use of the mobile units to

give the kind of direct service to schools (K-12)

which serves as a substitute for adequate school

library service provided by a school system wilt be

phased out by replacing twenty percent of the'1974-

1975 school stops each year with.stops at locations

considered likely to attract adults, young people,

8U
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OBJECTIVE A-5-b)

and children who do not now seem to una any library
0

agoncy'or with other suitable uses.

6. Improve the access which Chicagoans of all aces have to

nonprint libra4y materials throughout the Chicago, ?Olio

Library,System. (See also ,ObjectivE-1, 2, 5, 6, and

11 and Objective C-4.) (See pages 33-550

a) The Audiovisual Center of the Chicago Public Library

Cultural Center will investigpte the' p of-
.

lendl.ng 16mm films on individual library cards rather

than restricting their' use to registered groups as
O

at present. A report with r5commendations will be'

made to the Administrative Tam by December 315, 1976.

The 16mm films which were purchased with state funds

for program use in the branch libraries will be

processed and organized so that the Branch:Film Center.

can begin the planned service as soon as podsible.

The location of the Center will be reconsidered,

taking into account the current conditioi of the

Library's interagency delivery system and the cost

of film inspection and repair equipment.

,c) The media specialists, the branch coordinators,

and the age group specialists of the Chicago Public

Library will use the information gained through

the community study about needs and will make a

concerted effort in 1977 to devise additional

81
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ORUECTIVE .411-6-c)

practical methods of supplying nonpririt materials
4

and equipment of the kinds needed to the agencies

where they are moat needed and to encourage .their

effective use.

7. Provide administrative and internal management services'.

within the Chicago Public Libra4y of a quality adequate,
s

to assure the success of the Librar y's publkc,servica.
.

program. 'Wee page -, 35758.) -

% a) The appropriate administratiVe Officers of the

Lildary will give special ttentiOn-to developing

Sts,

methods/of delivering equipment, furniture, l Crary,

materials, mail, and suppliesprOmptly, safely, and ,

accurately within the Library System and to other

institutions and orgianizations as necessary. (See

also Objective D-1.)

b)'. The position of Traffic Manager4 in tho office of

the proposed
,

Director. of Libraxy Facilities and

Equipment will bo created, budgeted and filled in

accordance with the priorities determined and the-

constraints of the budget. The Traffic Manager

will be responsible for the efficient flow of

Tdterials within the Library System, carrying'On

the'work already begun.

.7

4John R. Rizzo, "A Report on Service OperatiOns of the
Chicago Public Library," February, 1975, Pp: 44-45.
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OBJECTIVE A-7

c) The capabilities of the Ohio College Library Center

,71

(ocr.,c) Shared' Cataloging Network, which includem

building up a computer record or data base of bookd.

Ordered by each library using :the Center and
.

supplying catalog .cards for those books, and -the,'
. A

.

sdbsequent developments- of that pilot project. will

be utilized to provide timely delivery of-new

library materials to al/ public service. agencies'

of tbe"Chicago.Public Libra*.

'd) A master plan for producing a usable'record which

will list all.library materials owned by the
. .

Chicago-public Library and Will show which agendies.

own them will be developed, The record will provide

information sufficient to identify each item, will be

capable of being corrected and updated, 1411 *be of a'

kind whiqk.can be,ieproduced for use" in a number of

locations both within and outside the Library System

ro

.

.

will bave production and maintenance 'casts within
i.

Library' budgetary constraints. _ ;"

The first phase of the plan

ducinq the fleceSeary record
A

be started within one year'

Of, the plan.'

cty The Systemb Analyst will study the various

adopted for pro-
.

of holdings will

f the: adoption

:possible methods of taking an 'inventory of all

,.library materials,aprInt and ncinprint, owned
,4

a

83
ea
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OBJECTIVE A-7-d)-(2)

by the Chicago Public'Libtary and will present,
o

recommendations with costs to the Administrative

-Team of the Library as.soon as fea ble.

e) Such imprpved policies and procedures for the

circulation of library materials as are possible in

the immediate future will be developed and put info',

operation, but all such changes will be made utith
't5' 4

\awareness ofthe.pdAsible future automation of
. ,

many circulation procedures.

11): The'position,of Coordinator of System-Wide
. ,

Circulation Services 5 be created,, budgeted,

and filled in accordance with the-priorities
,

determined and tWco_ristraints of the, budget.

(2) The moposed Coordinator of 'System-Wide

Circulation Services will continue.implementation
r

:of the changes recommended by the Circulation.

Policies and Procedures Task Force as directed,

by the Administrative Team.

(3) The Administrative .Team of the Library Will'
, . ,

-

give special'consideration.to .the problem
, ro , .,

rregainingpos'Session of valuable ribrarf
I . , . . .

i

materialth ,which have 'been kept by borrowers,
.

;:

for an inordiriate length of -di le-in:order. to
.

, , V 4
ft 4 ,t

.

5Chicago Public Library, Circulation POlicies and
Proceduies Task Force, "Proposal," May 2, 1975,7. 15.

0
- .



OBJECTIVE A-7-e)-(3)

.4

r.

73

maintain the strength of the. Library's.

colletions for the,use of all and to reduCe
..

replacement costs. ,A recommendation takipg
, 4

..

'-into account the practices in use at the time
.

for sending Overdue notices and otherwise
,

attempting to obtain 'return "Offilate4ials will

l.be made no late'r than March 31, 19/6.

(4) The propoted Coordinator of'SYstem-Vide.
.

Circulation Services will'evaluatethe.majo

'chadges made ln circa policies and

procedures during 1975 and 1976 using, simple.

and quick methdds,

31, 1976,Dece'

-;

79eg30.rirring later' than

.

ih. order to. recommend whether
.

the 'changes -*mid be continued or adjusted.

) Systeins Analirst.m1 prepare a comparative

ost,, analysis of the present circulation. control

-versus"a number.of.the techniques ,for
N .

circulati control made possible by present
.

6
technology by anuary 1, 1977, and will

interpret it so that,sthe possible cha ges and

their implications-cribe discussed wit

understanding by '4;he Lib

of Directors.

,full

u's staff and Oard-'.

.r,

.

6Ibid, p. 32.
N
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-OBJECTIVE A=7-e) ,

74'
tt

(6). The 'task fOrce crea"ted by the Administrative.

Team on May.21, 1975, to study interagency.

,Iwithin the Syitem) and interlibrary ithe

Other aibraries'andlibkary systems) 'IQ
. . ,,

. policies and procedures of he "Chicago Publicof ,

. , .

Library System will reportj4a recommendations"
- ,

.. ,
.

,

foF improving the ease bf access-to these_ .

services and their -speed fox' all Chicagoans =

o'later'than February 1, 1976.
.- .

.

f) Efficient' and economical met 9ds of purchasing, :

issuing, an accounting for. the furniture, supa' liesi,
.

and all the t es of
z

equipmentre ired to. support

the Chicago Publ

be adopted. 7, (See lso Objective G-1-c)..)

(1) The position of reCtor-of-Library\Facilities.

Library's program of service will

and Equipment will budgeted !rid f lled in

\accordance with the p io*itids determin d and

tie trakiatts of the d Qt.

-In*Itories of'the equipm furn

supplied. ()mad by the Libra will

rafiidly\s ossible so that r placem

and ddition can be planned a d' rudg

oprderly fashi n.
8

rs,-

IREzzo, pp 34-36; Chicagp Public library, Securi y Task
Force, "Task Fo Proposal," May 6, 1975, p. 2 .

ks \ ..

Chicago-Ph c Library, Security Task F.orc ,,as

ce Proposal," y 6, 1975, p:, 26.

86'
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OBJECTIVE A 7.g)'

(

75

(3) qk continuous i ventory of equipment, furniture,

and supplies -be onging, to the. Library will be"
m intained i.n th future,

(4) F y rniture and eqU pmer yeady owned by the

Li a vary wili be s itably nar 4 clas soon as

pos ible as a secu ity meaOui, ) nd this

practice will be coy tinned with a 'new

items purchased, .
9

g) More adeqUate provision for
.

of patrons,' staff, library materials, eq

the safety

and physical facilities of the Chicago P

Library will\ be made.10'

(1) The position of Director of Library S

Security

as possi 1

(2) The Direc

will imple

the Securi

will be budgeted and filled

or of Library, Safety and Securit

ent the recommendations made by

Task Force as directed by'the

A' inistrat ve Team of the Library.

(3) The Directo of Library Safety and Security

investi ate various types of equipment .

vailable such as time-lapsephotoiraphy

rveilla ce, and will provide recommen-

will

now

or

9Ibid., pp. 26-27.

10Ibid., P.

8



OBJECTIVE A-7-2)-(3)

dations with'cost estimates on those which

Bight meet specific prohems of the Library.

(4) Within one year of appoihtment to their

positions, the Director oi Library Safety and

Security and the proposed Assistant DireCtor

of Personnel Training, will plan and carry

76

out a pilot training program for staff

members givifig direct public service.11

The program will focus on essentials of

safety and. security common to.all public

service agencies of the Library.

(5) The Director of Library Safety and\ Security

will evaluate the major changes made in the

areas of safety and security in 1975\and 1976,

using simple and quick. methods,.beginhing no

later than December 31, 1976, in'order,to

recommend whether the changes should be

continued or adjusted.

,h) Ich will provide printing and duplicating

\

rio s processes and other related services for

hey Libra in an efficient and economical way will

elop d;12 it will operate in close coordin- \

with all the units Of the Library needing its \

s.

11 39.

12 39.
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OBJECTIVE A-7-h)

(1) The Systems Analyst will continue to investi-

gate the equipmentravailable and the Library's

needs in this area and will make recommendations

,to the Administrative Team on a continuing

basis.

(2) The ChiefLibtarjanwjl dgsignatea group of

appropriate staff membe s to study the possi-

bility of providing a centralized photocopying

and microfilming service within the Library

SyStem. SuaT a unit would not only operate

as a service to all units of the Library
4

System and to 'the public but would protect .

library thaterils from mishandlirig during

copying process. This group will report

within six months\from the date of its

appointment.

8. Imp ove the ser ces given by\he Chicago Public

Libr ry as one of the four Reserch and Reference

Dente s for the state of Illinoi and as a membe

the inois Library and Informati

(See pa es 36-38, 41-42.)

of

n Network (ILL ET).13

ILLINET "'s a statewide intertype library network

of loca public, academic, special,\and school
,

s 'eighte2, n library systems, four reSearch and
centers, and two spedlal resource cente of

t." "Introducing.ILLINET . . . The Be nnings

wide Netw rk," Illinois Libraries 57 (June, 1975):

composz,
librari
referend'.

4 last res
of a Stat
T64.

the

8 9
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OBJECTIVE A-8

C)

a) The Assistant Chief Librarian-Central Libtary,

assisted by the proposed Special Collections

Librarian and the,Division Chiefs, will be

responsible for determining the areas of greatest

strength and those of least strength in the

resources and services of the Chicago Public

Library in relation to its statewide responsibili-

tieS. (See also Objective A-7-d) and Objective

B-7.)
6,m

b) The record of total holdings of library materials

of the Chicago Public Library will be used to

locate more quickly specific titles requested Or
A

materials needed tooanswer reference questions

asked,by.Chicagoans or by libraries-and library

systemi, outside the city.

(1) Equipment such as teletype and computer display

terminals which could provide quicker rresponses

within the System to such requests will be

investigated and possible sources of funding

for'such equipment and its maintenance will be

explored; reports and recommendations will be

submitted to the Administrative Team.

(2) Library materials borrowed from another library

or library system will be delivered to the

p

Chicago Public Library agency at which they,

8, 0



/7)
OWECTIVE 2V-S-b)-(2)

w re requested, with nocessany e=optiono,

%d en this is feasible. (See Objective

c) The Interlibrary Cooperation Project, which is aimed

at ackieving moreeffectiVe interlibrary cooperation

and one hundred percent affiliate membership in the ..,

Chicago Public Library System, will be implemented

and evaluated as required in the proposal of

May 12, 1975.

. Study the functions'of the Chicago Public Library System

in the Chicago metropolitan area with particular emphasis

on such matters as the reciprocity agreements between the

Chicago Public Library and suburban libraries ;, the

Infopass Program of-reciprocal access among member

libraries of the Illinois Regional, Library Council; and

services to businesses, industries, and'other organ-
/

izations as corporate entities. This study should

include problems o finan ial support for such

metropolitan area services: (See also Objective B-2

and Objectives H.)

a), Under the direction of the proposed Assistant Chief

Librarian-Plans and Prograks Evaluation a three-

month study of the reciprocity agreemerits, Infopass,

and similar arrangements will be designed and carried
6

out in 1978 to show as,- clearly as possible the whole

0

range of effects which theselans have on the

9 1 .
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OBJECTIVE A-9-a)

services given by the Library System and to be used

as a basis for decision!) about changes, empansion,

etc., in the Library's participation.,

b) The Chief Librarian will designate a group of

appropriate staff members to investigate now ways

of financing such services and to report by

December 31, 1978.

10. Experiment with special services which serve short.:

term needs, for example, a do-it-yourself reference

library on home and automotive repairs, frames art
a

.

reporductions for loan for home use, special information
0

service for the unemployed.

a) The Assistant Chief Librarian-Community Relations

. and Special Programs (of Service) will provide a

clearing

t
ouse for, all suggestions for such services

and for formation about those being carried on in

any agency of the Library System.

b) Unless other.provisionn has been made, for the

evaluation of a particular projct, each services

will be evaluated at least annually and a decisiOn

made to maintain', expand, or discontinue the service.

11. ,Plan and prepare to provide more adequate library

services in the Loop area of Chicago. (See pages

38-410'
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OBJECTIVE A-11

a) Under the direction of the Chief Librarian,-the

Administrative Team of the Library will, continue

to study the variou4 ways of meeting the needs for

a conveniently located and effective libraryf4r

general readers the Loop, for a collection

containirig-a good range of titles and sufficient

copied of much-used titles to supplement the

collections of'the branch libraries as the Central
A p.

Library has always done, and far a researcii 1gLrary

with the kind of collotiono and services needed .73:.7

sp4cialists; re6ommendationo .will be made to the
z) 0.

Board of Directors no later than December 31, 1977.

b) The Board of Directors will study possible methods

of funding-the library facilities needed in the

Loop, determine the priority these needs have, and

take appropriate action.

12Y Improve the Chicago Public Library's ability to provide

reliable facts from the Library's materials; print and

nonprint, and to make-referrals to the aLibropriate

official, specialized, and professional agencies.

Q0eo pages Se 230

0 The Resistant Chief Librarian-Central Library and

the assistant Chief Librarian-Branches and Regional.

Libraries confer with other concerned staff

members to determine what steps, other than those

0

.0



OBJECTIVE A-12-a)

93

82

included in this Plan, can be taken immediately

o imprbve the accuracy, promptness, an under-

standing with which information is supplied to
. .;

usees of all the Librarr,s loublicservice:'agencies

The two Assistant Chief Librarians"will report

actions'taken and results observed at the end

of 1976.

b) The information gathered in the course of the
0

community study will be used to improve the.

information and referral .service of every public

servico'agon'cy, and all public service agencies

c7121 1 1 encomOaged to col3oct, organize, and make

T-7=1=1 use of this typo ow material.:

e Lircjress whl the C,,icago'Public Library is making

each year '"cowand ac::oving Objective A will be

evaluated T:)7.7 the number of reconded positions

created,. budgeted, and filiqd; the auuber of studies
-

Elnd/or reports wi F a recowendationS and .cost estimates

stabmitted as,.' 'e the speOified deaClines mot; and

the talUng of oarticulpr action,' where they are called

for; as well as by any 'special evaluative measures

prescribed.

a) The p sition of Assistant CillefLibrarian4lans

and Programs Evaluation°, created Some years ego
/

lqat nw6r filled, will' be reaqtivated, budgeted,



OBJECTIVE A-13-a)

and filled in accordance with the priorities

determined and the constraints of the budget.

b) Until an Assistant Chief Librarian-Plans and

Programs Evaluation has been appointed, the

Administrative Team of the Library.Will be

83

responsible for the annual revision of the

Library System's Five-Year Plan as well as for

the overall evaluation of progress each year.

OBJECTIVE B:

To provide library materials,, both print and nonprint,

to support more adequately the program of
services of the

Chicago Public Library and to enable it to fulfill its

responsibilitieo as a Research and Reference Center of the

state of Illinois more satisfactorily. (See paged 40-42.)

1.. Study the needs for library materials, print aria

nonprint, of each public service agency of the Chicgp

. .

Public-Library.

a) Nnowledge Ofthe lesibrary'p preSent

the results of the community study, and information

about currently available materials will be used by

appropiate staff memberS in designing guidelines

nog deVelqpment of

Umbject divisiow

the collection of each agen-cy

branch, specialUepartment)

by December 31, 1977,.
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OBJECTIVE B-1 -

b) General policies for designating materials for use

in the library agency only (reference) or for home

use will be developed during.1976 and made known

to staff throughot the Library System because

different kinds of agencies_necessarily have differ-
.

ent policies.

2. Study the materials _Collections, print and nonprint, of

other libraries in Chicago, especially .the affiliate

libraries, and in thg surrounding area to determine:
-9

what changes inpolicies concerning dupliceition and

other 'aspects of collection building may be appropriate

and practical for the Chicago Public Library System.

a) The information already coIlected,by, and available

through, the Illinoisegional Library Counci3,will
fl

. be used as an important resource in this stully.

O

C.

The heads'of the subject divisions of the Central

Library and the.CoOrdinator of Interlibrary

-Cooperation will identify other libraniec.with

which closer direct relatiOnships u1(1 1.)e

estaltilished in the immediate gul.arp-
.

, .qnc_lor tho

.e =

'direction of.the ChieEIT,ibmnian, Mocuso.ions

the,chief librarians mdgoorning LulIds of;noce
0

libraries will bo continnQc2 or bounn In 1976 affl

1977. (See disc 'Objective ils=9.)
.

6

A
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OBJECTIVE B

3. Analyze the requests received by .the Chicago Public

-Library from its affiliate libraries, as a Research and

Reference Center for the state, and from elsewhere and

the responses made to these requests to discover

significant patterns which may be useful in shaping

collection-building policies.

a) Work on this analysis will begin when the Temporary.
0

Central Library at 425 North Michigan and the

Woodson Regional Library Center are in full operation

because the responses to request will presumbly be
a

somewhat different at that time than during the

Itransitional period.

b)4 Work on this analysis will. also be related to the

progress in the production of the record of the

holdings of the'library materials in the Chicago ,

Public Library which is projected in, Objective A-7-b)

because the existence of such'a record will materially

affect responses to requests.

4. Continue to work with:the other three Research and

Reference Centers to develop a coordinated acquisitions

policy. The Chicago .Public Library representative for

this project will report the necessary procedures for'

this task.
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OBJECTIVE B

5. Review and update the Materials Selection Policy of..the

Chicago Public Library (1970) and provide for its

regularuse by all staff members concerned with
0

materials. selection throughout theLibrary.
0

a) The Chief Librarian will appoint- group representing

all types of' agencies for which materj.als are
a

selected to prepare the peirised edition, which will

be completed three months from the time of appoint-
y

meA of the group. The revision group .will be kept

informed of work being done for tasks one through

four and will.incorporate useful information and

any decisions which may have been reached.

b) The revised edition will be evaluated and preparation

made for the next edition oh the basis of written

repqrts from the staff concerning st4Jbments whidh

are not clear; questions which are not answered,

and-new problems which need to be covered.

) .

ze' the present Book Selection Department into6. Reorgan

a Materi is Selection Unit which will have the functions

of organi ing and' distributing order lists for print

- and nonpr nt materials and of providing all public

service- aCrencies in the Library System with professional

eXpertise and bibliographic support in the selection of

materials in a1.1 kormats along with related equipmrnt.14
Ifn

14 Chicago Public Library, Materials. Selection Task Force,
"proposal of the'Materials Selection Task Force," /Ray, 19757,
pp. 4-5.°
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OBJECTIVE B-6

a) The Head of the proposed Materials St]. Ction'Unit
4

will continue to impleMent the change recommended

by the Materials Selection Task Force as directed

by the Administrative Team,

b) The position of Vonprint Selection Specialist in.

the Materials Selection .Unit will be created,

budgeted, and filled in accordance with the priorities

determined and.the constraints of the budget. (See

pages 33-34.)
t

0

c) Provision of some kind of examination or preview

facility for all types of nonprint materials will`

be planned, budgeted, and put into ope2ation as

soon as possible.,

The arrangements for ordering all ty es of materials

in all foreign langTages will be reviewed at the end

of 1976 by those involved in the use of such mater-

,,ials, and recommendations concerning which procedures

.should be continued and which changed will be made..

(See pages 42 -43.)

e) The Chief Librarian will appoint\ a group of: staff

members from the various units, affected to study

the recommendation by the Materials Selection Task

Fordel that a warehouse of pre-selected, lire-

orderp .uncatal6ged paperbacks be ',set up to

4.44.4, pp. 10-11.
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OBJECTIVE B-6-e)

facilitate acquisition of paperbacks by. the Library's

. pub)i.ic service agencies. The group Will consider

the probable amount and kind of usage of such a. unit,

I . the probable dffect on service to the public, PC-As-142.e

savings in staff time and other areas which he 4

Library might realize, and alternative ways pf

financing and housing such a warehouse. T group

will report within three months,of its appointment.

utilize, and publicize the speCial collections

of aterials which already exist in the Library System

and trengthen these where necessary. (See Objective

A-8-a) and Objective B-2,3, and 4.)

a)^ The Chicago Public Library will plan and carry out

within -the next three years a program%to inform

potential users throughout-Illinois of the exact

nature and terms of use of the Vivian G. Harsh
a

44611ection of Afro-American History & Literature

and of its location in the Woodson Regional Library

Center. A significant increase in the number of
cv

visitors, and requests by mail and phone between

1975 and 1978 will constitute achievement of this

part of this task.

/ b) The Special/Collections Librarian will eirdeavor to

locate the eeMaining parts of special collections

known to have existed in the past in branch libraries

100
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OBJECTIVE-B-7-b)

ti (e.g., the Masaryk Collection at Toman Branch)

andCo determiile their present value and usage

and future policy in rpgard to them.,

Th6 Systems Artalyst and the Hqad'of the Newspaper

Service will study thebpossibility-of indexing the

Library's holdings of local area 'newspapers which

future computer, capacity may make possible and

investigate any similar projects which may be in

progress or under consideratidn in oth'er insti-
c

9 I
A

tutions such as the' Chicago Historical Society

Library. They will report'hy Decembei 31, 1978,

to :the Administrative Team.4

8. Develop guidelines for weeding,.the materials dollections

of the public service agencies of the Library and for

handling both discards and withdrawals; (Sep 'also

Objective E-6.)
, .

a) The past and present operation.of the'four

Redistribution enters wilikbe reviewed, and

their revitalization, including poss;ble'

consolidation in one location, will be planned;

taking into consideration the recommenations

of the.Materiaq.S Selection Task Force.X6

(See page 42.)
I

"16Ibid. 'pp. 20-21.

,c0
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',. OBJECTIVE B-8

b) The Systems Analyst will provide the Administrative
-N

Team with information and cost estimates relating

to the feasibility of inc1udiig data on materials

usage in a future autpmated circulation system to

aid in weeding the Libi'ary's collections.

9. Develop a written statement of policy concerning the

acceptance of gifts of library materials and the

active solicitation of gifts of library materials or

funds with whir' to purchase such materials. The
L

policy statement developed will take into account the

needs discovered by carrying out task B-1, the.state-

ments in the revised Materials Selection Policy, and

, the prioritiea set under, Objective A, task 3.

(gee page: 42.) 4

10. Establish procedures for handing gift materials" '

accepted which will include expert sorting a2ldi9 f'

evaluation; disposal of, those nb usab).e for' library

purposes, and necessary- storage ace for the whole

operation. (See also Objective E-6.)

a) A staff member in the proposed Materials Selection

Unit will b designated to aid the subject

division and branches with the problems of

handling gift materials until a permanent arrange-
.

hent can be set up. Such did may consist of

sug%estingstaff members with special knoWledger
C.,

10
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OBJECTIVE B-10-a)

about materialp in a given area who may be

consulted and \supaying similar referrpls for

help on other aspects of the-problem.

b) Under the direction of the Head of the proposed

Materials Selection Unit, a one-year stucly ofthe

amounts and kinds of gift materials received by

the Chicago Public Library will be made to provide

ihformation about staff and space needed to ha011e

them.

bi General guidelines "fin' the sorting and disposal of

gift materials accepted will be developed by the

Head of the propbsed Materials Selection Unit in-,

consultation with appropriate staff members and

will be submitted to the Administrative team by

Zed6mber 31, 1977. 0

11. Develop a last copy center (an area where last copies

of works owned by the Library will be. kept and pro-

tected when this is desirable) when the records of,the

Library's holdings.Make it possiktle.to identify last

copies. The procedures f7Sr carrying out this task will

be developed at the appropriate time'.

12. Establish criteria for evaluating the materials .

4

collections in the various kinds of agencies of the

Chicago Public Library, using the experience gained,

in carrying out the first four tasks listed for this
,
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OBJECTIVE B-12

A

objective. Procedures for carrying out this task will

be developed after three years of experience with the
,

buNtasks mentioned.

13. The progress which the Chicago Public Library is making

each year toward achieving Objective B will .be

evaluated by the number of recommended positions

created, budgeted, and filled; the number of studies

and/or.reports with recomMendations and cost estimates

submitted as required; the specified deadlines met;

and the taking of particular actions where these are

called for, as( well as by any special 'evaluative measures

presceibed.

OBJECTIVE C;

To develop a staff of the size afid quality to support

more adequately the program of services of the Chicago Public

Library. '(See pages 43E-46.)
0

1. Determine the staff needed for the operation of the

Chicago Public Library as it exists, consideriyg the

number of peoplp, the special 'skills, talents; training;

`and personality traits needed.

a) The Director of Library Pers nnel,, assisted by

'other appropriate staff memb rs, will prepare

recommendations on the cLibrar p staff requirements

for th'e next budget year for ubmission to the

Administrative Team pf the Library and the Board

104
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OBaECTIVE C -1 -a)

. of Directors. The recommendations will be based on

requests submitted by each unit of the Library and

will constitute the alsessment Of current-total

staff.needs.

b) The Administrative Team and the Board of Directors

will consider the pecommenday.ons "concerning staff

requirements and all alternative means of meeting

them in order to give high quality public service.

They will th6n decide on the requests for new or

changed position titles to be made to the Civil

Service Commission' and the requests for staff to 1,0

made in the 1977 budget.

c) The assessment of staff needs will be an annual

procedure to assure that'requests for staff change

as needs change. The.assessment will'nccfrporate

knoWlede of community needs gained,from the pro-

posed com*nity study as soon as this becomes

available; willwill also make use of information

obtained as tasks two, seven, and eight below are

carried out.

2. Develop a description of the staff requirements of each

subject division, branch library, and other unit of the

Library based on the several factors.affecting th needs

of each unit. -7

0 e.

17Chicago Public Library, Career Opportunities for Clerical

Employees Task Force, "A Proposal Submitted by the Career Oppor-

tunities for Clerical Employees Task Force," /June, 1975/, 11.

.1 0 t)
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0 JECTIV \C-2

a) nder the supervision of the Director of Library

sonnel, an up-to-date description of staff

re ireme4R for each unit of the Library will be

pre axed by the head ofeach unit, and the compiled

list will be issued by December 31, 1976.

b) All "positions existing in the Chicago Public Library,

will be listed and arranged in the most workable

way for the purpose. Taking into account known

urgent. problems, 8ompetent job analyses of

20 percent of the positions will be made each

year for the next five years. 4

c) Using the more accurate ipformation about needs in
.

relation to positions which will be supplied by

. the descriptions of staff needed by the unit and

by the job analyses, new or changed position titles

which s6em desirable, such as more descriptive titles

for positions in the Businss Office,18 will be

submitted to the Administrative Team for possible

inclusion in the annual request to the Civil Service

Commission for Position titles.

d) Under the direction of the Chief Librarian, an

organizational chart fot the Chicago public Library

which will include all positions existing and show

lines of authority will be prepared by July 1, 1976.

pp

10i3
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,0 JECTIVE C-2

e) The job descriptions used internally by the, Library

and those used by the Civil Service Commission fo#

library positions will bp reviewed annually.

f) The description of staff requireMents for each unit

will be reviewed annually .

Reorganize the records system in the.Personnel"Office

in such a way that necessary information will be

collected and will be-available at the times'and in'the

forms requited for.the current operatjvon of the,Library

and for planning for the future. Procedures for carrying

out this objective will be'developed as the capacity of.

the Librar10s automated information retrieval system

becomes adequate for handling them. (See page 45.)

4. Provide prompt orientation and necessary training for',

all staff members new to the Library; provide training

for newly promoted staff members; provide.specialized ,
,

types of training when these become necessary; 'retrain

present staff when necessary end feasible. (See

pages 45-46..)

a) The position of Assistant Director of Library

Personnel, Training, will be created, budgeted

and filled in accordance with the priorities

determined and th% constraints of the budget.

b) The prOposed Assistant Directot of Library Personnel

Training, will continue to implement the proposals
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r

44

of the Training Task Force :as directed by.the

4 Adininistrative ifeam.

The proposed Assistant Director of Library Personnel,
a

Training, will work closeli, with .ehe Director of

Traiging of the-Chicago Civil. Service Commission

-

to improve and increase the training opportunities'

available to members of the Library staff through

the-Commission.

,d) The ,proposed Assistant Director of Library 'Personnel,

Training, will make systeMatic efforts to see tliat

all qualifiable Staff members know about and are

encouraded to.make use of tra2hing opportunities.

e) The proposed Assistant Director of Library' Personnel,

Training, will study the in-service and continuing

education needs 'and --$p 63res of the Library's staff

and the use made of existing opportunities and will

plan and coordinate training programs to'meet,these

needs and°desires to as great an extent as-budgetary

and other contraintt.make possible., All available

resources both within and without the Library wili,

be utilized.I9.

5. Study the supervisory practices at every level in the

Library, consider the various methods--better training,

19ChicagcrPublic Library, Training Task-Force, "A Pro-
posar to Make Provision for Training of Chicago Public Library
Staff,", April 30, 1975, pp. 20-21.

1.08
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more effective internal communication, etc.-
.k

by which they may be improved, and take

/ 20,
appropriate action..

a) The proposed Assistant Director of LibrarY

Personnel, Training, will work, with the
Q

administrative officers responsible for 'staff

'members with direct supervisbry duties to

develop and carry out. effective training

experiences.
=, .

b) Staff members promoted to positions involving

-SuperVision will immediately be gireil training
ar

for their new duties. 0

6.' In Cooperation with.. the, 'Chicago Civil Service Commission,

'impr'ove therecruiting practiCes and examination.

prodedures of the.Chipago PubliO Library. (See page 46.)

a) The birectorof Library Personnel will continue

the efforts, begun in 1075, with the'Civil.S vice

Commission:to provide entpance and promotional

examinations for applicants for positions in the

0
Library'which will, measure -the knowledge, skills,

and attitudes necessary for successful pergormance
_ .

in each grade as accurately as is possible,in the

present state of knowledge about testing.
0
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OBACTIVE

b) When a neW, specialized service is, to be initiated,
Ir

0

in the Library, an effort will be made to obtain a
1

person already expert in the field to begin, the

service in order to make its success more likely.

4 position in the proposed Training. Section of the

Personnel Office will be created, budgeted, arid

filled in accordance with the priorities determined

and the Constraints of the budget to provide a

person who will be responsible for supplying

present and proSpective staff members with current

information, assistance, and encouragement

regarding choice of entrance and promotional.

examinations to be taken, transfers within the.
0

Library, and all possible educational and training

opportunities. The purpose of this officer will.

be to assure more effective placement,and greater

job satisfaction for each staff member.

,d) The Director of Library Personnel will work with

the Chicago Civil Servipe Commission to determine

what changes in procedqres would be necessary to

facilitate transfers from positions in the Library

to similar or higher positions in other departments

of the City in order to provide staff members with

more opportunities for change and /or promotion.

IAA
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OBJECTIVE C

7. )1,n,alyze the present utilization of the Library's staff

by-age, race, and sex, by position and agency, and by

salary so tliat patterns of placement and promotion
.

based on custom and tradition .rather than on position-

related qualifications canabe identified and plans mad6

to eliminate such stereotyping. Procedures for carrying

out this objective will be developed when enough proqresi

has been made on Objective C-3 to make it practical.

. Assure annual evaluatiOns7of each staff member which ,

will not only rate the perforliance of the person in

his/her present position but will show knowledge, skills,

and talents which might be ,utilized in the Library.

Under thd direction of the Directoi of Library

Personnel,. evaluation forms wall be prepared which

will elicit the.information needed, with as little

ambiguity and difficulty as possible.

b) The supervisory personnel who prepare evaluations

of staff will be given instruction, assistance,

and encouragement in the use of new methods of.

evaluation .and of the new forms so.that all staff

members will benefit from the change.

9. Make effective use of the methods which the Chicago

Civil Service Commission regulations provide for

disciplining and/or dismissing unsatisfactory staff

members at all levels in the Library.

.).1 jt i
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0136TECTIVE C-9 .

a) Under'the direction of the Director of Library.

Personnel, procedures for infcping both present

and new,staff.members-about these regulati4ns will
be developeckand systematically carried out.

b) ,Supervispry personnel will be given inforMatAll,

training; and support in taking action under these

regulations when it becomes. necessary to do so

because all other methods of correcting a

situation have' been tried and failed.'

10. Develop a pool of qualified staff members of all levels .

so scheduled that adequate staff can be made available

to every public service agency in times of emergency.

(See' page 44.)

a) The Director of Library Personnel will investigate

possible ways of prbviding a pool of staff)meMbers

for use in emergencies and will.reort'with cos

estimates to the Administrative Team of the rary

by December 31, ).971.

b) The°Administrative Team will include provision for

the beginning of this service in the Library

budget at the earliest possible date.

11. The progress which the Chicago Public Library is making

each year/ toward achieving Objective C wll\De evaluatede

by the number of recommended'positions.creatpd, budgeted,

and filled; the number of studies and/or reports with

ay.
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OBJECTIVE C-11

W 0

recoMmendations and cost estimates submitted as required;.

the specified deadlines met; and the taking of particular-

actions where these are'Called for, as well as by any

Special evaluative measures prescribedt;

OBJECTIVE D:

To improve communication within the Chicago Library

System in order to give better service to the public°and to

provide a More satisfactory work environment for the staff.

.1(See pages 46-474 -

. Investigate and improve practices relating to staff

meetings held 'in all Library units so that pseth7

meetings will serve their .purposes of communication

and training. (See pages 47-48.)

,a)0 The Assistant Chief Librarian-Cdntral Library,

the Assistant Chief Librarian-Branches and

Regional Libraries, the Director of Library

Personnel, and other appropriate staff members will

investigate present practices regarding staff

meetings held in all Library units and prepare

guidelines-dealing with the frequency, content, and

methods of conducting such meetingSby July 1, 1976.

b) After approval by the Administrative Team, the

guidelines for staff meetings in units will be

.
followed for one year and will then be eva.uated,by

a sathpling procedure of those involved. Required

changes will be made.

1-1C;,3

Mo,
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OBJECTIVE D

2. After considering all the. needs represented by urgent

requests.for a "staff manual," plan yld produce the

necessary publications. (See pages 48 -49.)°

0

o 10.

a) The Chief Librarian will, appoint a broadly represen-
47

tative group of staff members to study the various

needs expressed in the requests for a "staff manual`;"

to recommend the publications needed, to suggest a.

possible format and algeneral content for each, to
-7\

designate appropriate groups of Staff members to

prepare each, to determine tlie ordet in which they

should be prepared witha, possible time schedule,

and to report with cost estimates to 'the AaMin-

istrative Team blr,July 1, 1976.

(1) Special consideration will be given to the

preference fpr a 1oose-leaf format for most

of these publicatiOns and the need for a

workable index for 'teach of them.

(2) Special consideration will be giVen to the

urgent need for a manual 'giving instructions

for procedures_ common to all public servibe

agencies.

b) 'The Administrative Team of the-Library will act on-

the recommendations/m4de as required above within

-four months of their receipt and will inform the-

,X staff of the plans adopted..

114
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opqzeTrim D
1,

3. Improve the interagency delivery system and internal

mail handling so that the public will receive better

,servioe and costs in lost or damaged items, wasted time,,

and United States postage will be reduced. (gee

pages 35-36.)

a) The Systems Analyst in his temporary assignment as

6

the supervoksor of these areas will continue his

.efforts to improve the interagency delivery system

and internal mail handling and will monitor the

'operations fora year, making adjustments as

necessary. 21 (See also Objective A:-7-a) and b).)

. b) The accomplishment of.this task will be evaluated

by staff members° increased willingness to send

mail.and important library materials by interagency

delivery; by records of items lost, missent, or

damaged; and by; the change in attitudes, if any4

toward using,interagency delivery for sending

films and interlibrary loan materials when

necessary.

4. Investigate the possibilities of improving internal

communication by a more effective telephone system and

the use of other available devices. (See page 49.)

a) The Systems Analyst, the Business Manager, and the

Assistant Chief Librarian-Branches and Regional

21Rizzo pp. 12-15, 25-27, 43.
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4public to the inform at ion'resources
7

O

104

Libraries will study the telephone system of the
O

Library.System, the possible uses of teletypes and

computer display terminals and the interrelation-
.

'ship of all these and any others which are feasible;

, they will prepare recommendatigns with 'cost estimates

for changes which will increase the access of the

0

within and through the Library System.

-'70 The Administrative Team of the Library will a.ct.,on
4

the recommendations made under this tasiWtaking.

into account. the priorities set under Objective A-3J

and the budgetary constraints'of the Library, and

include necessary costs in the budget for Fiscal

Year 1978.

4

study' the needs for, and uses oE current internal,
.

publications such as memoranda and newsletters and

mAlte necessary recommendations. (See pages 450.)

a) A. survey of the uses made by the staff of presen't

current internal publications and of reactions,

to them will be made, by a group or organisatiOn

Ddesignated by the Chief Librarian but not identified

. with the administration of the'Library System.

Similar publications of other library systems,

including their methods of financing, will also

be investigated.

'116
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0 JECTIVE D-5'

b) Recommendations concerning changes in, and/or

additions to, the current internal publications

program of the Library System will be made by

January 1, 1977.

6. Study upward communication in the Chicago Public LibrLT

in order to improve the flow of useful ideas from staff

Members working at apl levels in the Library and.to help

the. administrative staff to be more constantly and

accurately aware of both, staff and public reaction to

the operation of the Library. (See page 50.)
0

a) The Chief Librarian will appOint a task force,

which may include staff members who have volunteered,

toistudy upward communication within the Library and

to report witlitn six months of its appointment.

The Administrative,Team will act-on the report of

the task force within four months of its receipt.
o

7. The progress which the Chicago Library System is making

each year toward achieving Objective D will be

evaluated in the ways specified for particular tasks

as well as by the completion of the publications and

reports, required and the specified deadlines'mpt.

OBJECTIVE E:

To provide and consistently maintain functional, safe,

and attractive physical facilities necessary to house the
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OBJECTIVE E

direct services to the public and .the essential behind-the-

scenes activities ok the Chicago Public Library. (See

pages 24-25, 50.-52.)

1. Set minimum Ftandards for varioixs types of agencies

(location in community, physical condition, size and

layout, and relation to

check existing agencies

a) Under the direction
O

preliminary minimum

other library agencies) and

22against these standards

of the Chief Librarian,

standardswill be developed

by DegeOber 31, 1976.

b) All agencies of the Library will be checked against

the preliminary minimum standards by Bebember 31,

'1977, by the appropriate staff members and the re-

ports compiled and submitted to the Administrative

Team of the Library.

c) These reports will be used as the basis of

recommendations for action in the following three

years in accordance with pribrities determined 'and

the constraints of the budget. They will also be,

used as indicators of needed changes in the

preliminary minimum standards.

2. Establish criteria for the location-of new agencies so

that thethe criteria may be used to evaluate proposals

and requests.

22Rizzol pp. 27-29:, a7-313.

118
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OBJECTIVE E-2

a) The Chief Librarian will appoint a task force made.

up of staff members representative of all units

involved in both the planning and the operation

of public servibe agencies to develop criteria to

be submitted to the Administrative Team of the

Library within six months of the appointment of
61

the task force.

b) When the criteria for the locatiew of new library

agencies have been approved by the Administrative

Team, they will be submited to the Board of Directoes

for adpption as official policy/of the TabrarY.

3. Provide for competent routine maintenance and repairs

for 'all Chicago Public Library agencies to ensure the

safety and security of both lib4ary.users and staff and

to make possible effective library service.23

a) The proposed Director of Administrative Services,

with the assistance of the proposed Assistant Director

of Library Personnel, Training, will develop and

carry out plans for .training all present and new

custodians so that they will be able to provide

the care needed by*Library agencies.24

23Rizzo, pp. 15-19, 27-30, 37-39; Chicago Public 1:ibrary,
Security Task Force, "Task Force 1.opgsal," May 6, 1975,
PP. 21;-.23.

24Chicago Public Library, 'Training Task Force, "Proposal
to Make Pkovision for Training of Chicago Public Library Staff,"
Apkil 30, 1975, p. 30.

1 I. 9
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OBJECTIVE E-3

b) The proposed Director of Administrative Services

will be responsible for the unit supervising
I

custodians; this will include aiding custodians
a

to obtain needed equipment and supplies for their

work; providing for emergency custodial help for

any unit (see also Objective C-10), and assuring

.cooperation with branch librarians ion supervising

and evaluating custodial work.

c) The effectiveness of the training program for

custodians and the provisions for their supervision

will be evaluated by repor from the heads of

Library units and also by Øie reports made as a

reWct of checking agencies against the preliminary

mlnitaum standards. (See also Objective E1-b).)

4. Construct ,new building to house the Illinois Regional

Library for the Blind and Physically Handicappe'd and

the Chicago Sub-Regional Library for the Blind
b

and

Physically Handicapped in accordance with the design

approved by the Chicago Public Library"Board of

,Directors on April 14, 1975. Procedures for carrying

out-this tasiewill be found in the annual Plans of

Service for the Illinois Regil---aa`Library for th

Blind and Physically Handicapped.

a
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OBJECTIVE 2
I

5. Develop the concep\to of the research library and the

library for general users.in the Loop area to the

point where a program for physical facilities suitable

to house these functions can be prep'ared. (See

Objective A-11.) (See page,., 38-41.)

a) The Chief Lib rian will appoint.a task force to

egin systematic's work on this problem no later

k

/thari July 1,.19 G. The ,,task force will include

appiopriate staff members; at least one member of

the Board of Directors, and may also include

outside Obn ultants such: as a representative of

the Chicago Bureau of Architects'as well as

representatives of those who may be`sprved directly:

by the agency.

bl The task force will present its recommendations to

'the Administrative Team of the Lib ary no dater

than December 31, 1977,,andthey yrill be considered

within six months.

-6 Study the'space, location, and other' physical needs

for handling gift, withdrawn, and discarded library

materials as well as the Proposed paperback warehouse

and prepare recommendations for housing these function

(See also Objective B-6=e), 8-a), and 9.) .

a) Thd Chief Librarian will appoint a task fox.op

composed of appropriate staff/members to/study

112!
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OBJECTIVE E-6-a)

<z,
these problems and prepare recommendations with

cost esUmatesior the Administrative Team by

Decembe91, 1976. 0

b) The Administrative Team of tkm Library will act on

the recommendations within six months.

7. The progress which the Chicago Public Library is making

each year toward achieving Objective E will be evaluated

by the, completion and use of the standards' nd criteria

required by tasks one and two, the completion of the-

building referred to in task four, and the pripgressOf

the studies to be initiated under tasks five'and Six.

OBJECTIVE F:

To further develop and to coordinate all means used for
0

communication between the Chicago Library System and its

publics so that an increasing number of the. individuals, groupS,'

and agencies entitled to use the Library System will be aware

of.its range of resources and services and will make use of

them. (See pagta.52.)

1. Provide for effective coordination°amongall the staff

members and units of the'Library involved with inter-

communication between, the Library and its varied

publics, both present and potential.

a) The Administrative Team of the Library will develop

a plan for co, nating the work of the Broadcasting

a
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Onit, Displays and Graphics Tiatt, the proposed

°

Office Of Library-Community Relations, the

Coordinator of Programs and Exhibits,for

Chicago Prublic Library Cultural Center, and.t e,

other and staff pembers directly concer ed

with intercotmunication between the Library And

its publics;,i will- provide, a clear, written
.

4

statement 'of relationships anc esponsibilittes.

,in this area by June 1, 1976.

The plan for coordination and its effects will be

9

revievied annually in the 'light of-chang$:ng. con-

ditions-*and evaluated bot4by those devoting all

or most of their time to specialized publ1c

relations activities and by those in positions

permitting Obseryation of the effects of these

activities,

Study pUblic attitudes

4

toward the Library in systematiC,
44

regular ways so that decisipns can°be based on a body
a,' r--L-f-

..

of information with more breadth and th tli4n may be

-available at t-a time of crisis.. (See page 52.)
.

a) .The, infvmation dollected for the communiti,study

will be analyzed for insights related to inter.
0

communication between\the-LibEary and its publids
)

and a report prOered4
4 .

cy

1 2c3
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OBJECTIVE F-2

b) An effort will e made to design and carry out

De ember 31, 1977, a systematic study of Chicagoans'

re ognition of the Chicago. Library System as an

organization made up of many interreId-tbd,pcirts
.

and of their knowledge of its means of support,

recognizing that,the study itself may be a method

of increasing both.

3. Provide for'training and other assistance in public

relation's for unit heads and other, staff members.

a) The proposed Manager of Libtaty-Community Relations, .

-with the assistance of the proposdd Assistant

Director of Library-Personnel, Training, will

.provide the heads of public service agencies and

other units of the Library with an opportunity

for Carefully planned training experiences to

enable them to work with their staTfs to develop

and maintain good relationships withindividuals

and groups.

(1) Mie four public 'relations seminars for Chicago

public Library branch librarians which are A

part of t1 proposal, "Effective Public.

Relations for Librarians," recently approved

et and funded by the Illinois State Library,

will constitute the training experience for

,branch librarians.

124 ;0
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OBJECTIVE F-3°a).

(2) Suitable training experiences will be

developed for heads of units (Subjedt

divisions of the Central: Library units of

the Cultural Center, the Business Office*

Circulation Department°, and so on) other than

branches.

'b) The0permanent public relations guidebook, the cassette.

slid ,presentation describing how to create effective

public relations-community-relations programs, and

the contnuingseminars for branch library staff

will be used as plannedin the proposal referred
.

to above.

4. The achievement, of. Objective F will be measured by

the pregentation of the,,plan for coordination called for

i task one and its annual review and evaluation; by

the prepaiation of the report and study called far in

task two; and by the completion of training experiences

in public relations by 75 p, cent of the unit heads Of

the Library by December 31, 1976.

OBJECTIVE G:.

To modernize and make mote effective the internal fiscal

procedures2 of the Chicago. Public Library so that the largest

possible proportion of its income will be available to support

its services to the public. (See page 28.)
o

25Rizzo, pp. 22-23, 2135'.:

:1
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OBJECTIVE G

1. Develop and put into practice soun1 business prpcedures

for the Chicago Public Library in order that its

operation will be 'Carried on efficiently and economica2ly

and tlIkt necessary financial:information will be available

promptly and. in th6 forms needed, always keeping in mind

that the purpose of the institution is to provide high .

,'quality lib2ary service to all those entitled to use

the System.

a) The Business Manager (0,irectoro! Library'rinanceL

and the Systems Analyst will recommend policies

and procedures in their areas to the Administrative

Team and will be responsible for carrying out those

approved.

b) Information about current income and costs of

operation will be distributed on a\routine basis

to all Library staff members with a 'need to know in

order to make responsible decisionsboth in day-

to-day operations and long-range pl

,Special attention will

purchasing 'function in
.

expensive time'lag and

be given to

order to red

hlso.to adap

.S the special practices of4suppliers
.

materials, print and non - print, in

nning.

mproving the

ce the present

procedures to

f library

rder to improve

service, to the public. (gee also 0 jective A-7-f)

d) S ecificprovisibn will be made' for xpert

of al; contracts to be signed by rep

0

esentative(s)
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of the Chicago Public Libraty to assure clear and

full understanding of the terms and their

implications.

The Business Managgr (Director of Library Vinance)

and thb Systems Analytt will study new methods and

new equipment which riaght be usable by the Tibrary

and will be constantly alert t changing and new

needs so that recommendations for dealing with

these can be made promptly, to the Administrative

Team.

2. The progress which the Chicago pUblic Library is making

each year toward achieving Objective G will be

evaluated by.an expert review of the operation of the

Business Office.

OthECTIVE H:

To increase the financial resources of the Chicago Public

Library System so that it ca meet its responsibilities to the

city, state, and nation. (See pages 19-21, 53-54:)

Actively support ordinances and billowhich seem likely

to,provide adequate finangial support for th6 Library

NSystem in satisfactory ways at the local,. state, and

national levels.

a) The Board Of DikctorS of t2e Chicago Library,System

will study all proposed ordinances and bills ;;dealing

O
111r)r

1
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OBUBCTI1.73 11-1-a)

with library finances, agree upon those deserving

suppoA, and take all, appropriate action to Secure

the passage Of subh ordinances and bill's.

by The Chief librarian will.see that the Board of

Directors, staff members of the Library, and the

public are informed of pending legilation in this

field on all levels and of its probable effects on

the Library.

2. Make agressive efforts to seek gifts of private funds,

especially ,gifts which may be used for broad or

unrestricted purposes.

a) A staff member will be designated to collect

information about sources of possible gifts of

private funds; maintain records of"efforts made

or in progress bpi any individual or group connected

9

A
with the Library; study similar '.activities by other

public libraries; and keep the Chief Librarian

, fully informed on activities in this area at all

b) Methods of various kinds will be develonkd to bring

the varied needs of the Library System the attention

of possible donors and to inform them o he procedures

0

for making such gifts.

4.

3. Bxamine carefully all prbposals developed to obtain funds

for special projects to determine that the projects

128
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OBJECTIVE H-3

describeare related to the goals of the Library

Systlem, fit int°o.the prio4itieo determined (See

jee 1Ve A;23) , and can be carried on after the end

of the funding period if that is part of the obligation

assumed by the Library in the proposal., (See page 54.)

a) The AN.nistrative Team will dievelop a workable

procedure for examining all proposals. .

b) The dhief Librarian will be 'responsible for

carrying out the procedure 9,,r examining proposals,

informing staff members off the reasons for

supporting or rejecting their proposals, and

providing help to those having promising but not

wholly acceptable proposals.

:"c)" Chief. Librarian will recommend approved

proposals to the Board Of Directoi.s,-for action.

4. The progress which the Chicago Public Library System

is making each year toward achieving Objective H will

be evaluated by studying the amount and kind of change

which seems to have occurred in relation to each of the
J

°three tasks, including legislation actively supported

which was enacted into law, gifts sought which were

received, and the proposals studied and subsequently

funded.

2ij
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(quoted) 4 ,z
Chicago, Mayors Office for Senior Citizens, 65
Chicago: Metropolis of the Mid-Continent, 3n, 14n, 32n
Chicago, Municipal Reference Library, 5n, 12
Chicago-Northwestern Indiana Standard Consolidated Statistical
Area, 2

Chicago Public Library, see also name-: of such specific units and
agencies as Temporary Central Library, Woodson Regional Library
Center,.and such specific position titles as Chief Librarian

Chicago Public Library
Administrative structure, 21; 94, 110-11
Administrative Team

Definition, 61
Actions to be taken by, v, 61, 72-73, 81, 87, 93, 100,

101, 102, 104, 105, 107, 109, 110-11, 117
AgreeMen s with John Crerar and Newberry Libraries, 40
Area and population served, 25, 42-43
Bibliographic acres to collections, 36-38, 71-72, 28, 85
Book classifie% systems, 36 -38. .

Budget, 62, 100
Buildings, 24-25, 50-52, 105-10
Business procedUres, 74-75, 113-15
Circulation policies and procedures, 72-74
Collections, 22, 38, 41

See also Library materials; Nonprint materials
Communication, internal, 46-50, 101-05
Depository for United. States documents, 19,
Establishment in 1872, 1, 16
Illinoiq Regional'Library Council member, 18
Information services, 22-23, 78, 79, 80, 81-82
Internal operations, 23, 35-38, 70-77, 107-08
Maintenance and repair services, 50-51
Policies for materials selection, (quoted)33, 33n, 86

See also Library materials; Nonprint Materials
Printing and duplicating unit, 76
Public relations activities, 23, 52, 110-13
Reciprocity agreements, 79
ResearCh and Reference Center, 17, 56-57, 77, 85

Safety, 75-76
Security, 75-76

See also Security -

Services to patrons with special needs 4,;22-23, 31-33, 62-68

Staff, 23-24, 43-46, 92-101 -

See also Training for library staff

4.1
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FP.z.W. Chican Public Libr r : Origins and Backgrounds, ln 16n
'The Chicago Public Lib ary: Planning for Change," 61n
Chicago Public Library System, 17
Chicago*Public Schools, 5, 30, 62
Chicago Standard Metropolitan Statistical .Area, 3, 13, 25
Chicago Sub-Regi nal Library for the Blind and Physically

,,

Handicapped, 1 8 . ,

Chicago 21: A P an for the' Central Area Communities, 38n
Chicago's Econom : A Summary, 3n, (quoted) 4
UEYWTIErarian '

To direct specific aCtions, 62, 84
.A'er-appoint study groupd dr task forces, 65, 67-68, 68-69, 77,

80, 86, 87-88, 102, 104, 105, 107, 109, 109-10
Children, library services for, 29-31, 39, 62
Circulation-policies and procedures of Chicago Public Library, 72-74
Circulation Policies and Procedures Task Force,prOposal, 28n, 35n,

48n, 72n, 73n .

Civil Service Commission, Chicago, 24, 45, 46
Disciplinary procedures, 46, 99-100
Examinations, 46,. 97-98 , .

Job%descriptions, 95
Position titles, annual request, 94
Recruiting practices, 97-908
Training opportunities, 96 .

Transfers between'city departments, 98
Civil service laws of Illinois, 24 ,

Collection build ng and maihtenance, see Library materiafs;
Nonprint'mater ale .

c-

Communication, internal, 4650, 101-05
Community branches, see Branch libraries, Chicago Public Library
.Community Relations and Special Programs (of Service), Assistant

Chief Librarian, see Assistant Chief Librarian-Community
Relations and Special Programs (of Service)

Community study, 27-29, 59-69, 82 '
-.,.

Biennial updating, 60
,,

Use in collection building, 83 \

Use in'd6signing Emogram of service, 60-61,
,

Use in determining needs for nonprint materials, 69-70
' Use in improving referrals to other agencies,. 82
Use in setting priorities, 61
Use in studying attitudes toward Library,. 111

The Comprehensive Plan of Chicago, 38n
Compute display.tTigrnals, 49, 78, 103-04
Constr

)VZIF
ints related to Five-Year Plan, iii.

Con nuing education for 'library staff, see als6 Training for
library staff

Continuing education for library'staff, 45-46, 96
Contracts, see Chicagd Public Library - Business procedures
Cook County,: 3, 8-9, 13
Cook Countys:Department of Co rections, 25
Cook CountY! Law Library, 12

142,
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U.operation, see also Interlibrary cooperation
Cooperation, 23, 56
Coordinator of 'Interlibrary Cooperation of Chicago Library

System, 79, 84.
-

'Coordinator of Programs and Exhibits for Chicago.Public Library
Cultural Cenier,, see Chicago Public Library - Public 1^olations
activities

Coordinator of System-Wide Circulation Servicesproposed 72-73
Co6t reduction, see Financial savings
Cbuncil for Community Services in Metropolitan Chicago, 5
Crerar Library, see John Crerar Library
Cultural Center, Chicago Publio Library, 24, 50-61
cutler, Irving, 3r, 14n, 32n

D

Delinquent books, Regaining, see Circulation policies and procedures
Delivery service, see Interagency delivery service, Chicago Public
Library

Director of AdMinistrative Services (proposed), 107 -08
Director of Library Facilities and Equipment (proposed),. 70, 74
Director of Library Fihance, 103-04, 114-15
Director of Library Personnel, 92-93, 94, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101
Director of Library Safety and Security, 75-76
Discarded materials, see Library materials - Discarded materials
Disciplinary procedures, 46, 99-100
Displays and Graphics Unit, see Chicago Public Library - Public

relations activities
Ot

E

E54tlicki, J. T ., 21n, 53n
Education, see Chicago - Educational institutions; Chicago Public

Schools; Continuing education for library staff: Schools (K-12)

in, Chicago; Study Unlimited; Superintendent of Chicago Public
Schools; Training for library staff

Educational change and libraries, 11
"Effective Public Relations for Librarians," 112-13
Elderly persons, see Senior citizens, library services to
Electronic data processing

Bibliographic access to collections, 36-38, 71-72, 78
Business procedures and records, 114-15
Circulation procedures, 72
Information to aid in weeding collbctions, 90
vInventory of collections, 71
Newspaper indexing, 89
Personnel records, 45, 95

Emergency staffing, A4, 100, 108
Ensley, R. F., 63n
Entrance examinations, see Examinations, entrance and promotional
Equipment, see Furniture and equipment
Ethnic groups, library services to, 32-33, 42-43
Evaluating library collections, criteria for, 9192

4 g
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Evaluating staff performance, form for, 46, 99
Evaluation

Annual evaluation of progress on Five-Year Plan, 83
As part of planning process, iii
As part of sub-goal, 56
General statements for objectives in give-Year Plan, 82 -83, ,

92, 100-01, 105, 110, 113, 115, 117
Specific procedures for-designated tasks and activities, 73,
76, 80, 83, 86, 88,6101, 103, 111, 113

Examinations, entrance and promotional, 46, 97
"Expanding ILLINET . . . Real Movement toward a 'Multitype Library
Network," 18n. '31n

Experimental services to meet short-term needs, 80

F

Facts about Chicago, 5b,'
FIIFF, 34-35, 69
Financial information for staff, 114
"Financial Problems Affecting Metropolitan Libraries," 21n, 53n
Financial saving6, 36, 46, 88, 103
Finandial support

Chicagoans' knolUedge about, 112
City taxes for library purposes, 19 -20, 53
Federal aid to libkaries,-20-21, 54
Gifts, 20, 53-54
Income from find' and similar sources, 20
Increasing amount, 57,115-17
M6tropolitan area services, 79-80
Need for increased support, 42, 53
State aid for libraries in Illinois, 20-21, 54

"The Five Year Plan of the Illinois Regional Library Council,

1974-1979," 18n
Five-Year Plan Task Force, iii-iv, 27; 54-57
Five-Year Plans, see Long-range plans
Foreign-language materials in Chicago Public Library, 38, 42-43, 87
Friends of the Chicago'Public Library, 20
Furniture and equipment, 35, 74-75

General users, library for, see Central Bibrary, Chicago Public
Library

Gesterfield, Kathryn J., iv-v
Gifts

Funds
Income from .bequbsts and gift funds, 20, 53-54
Solicitation of. cash gifts and bequests, 116

Library materials -

Guidelines for sorting and disposal of gifts, 91.
Policy on accepting gift Materials, 90
Policy on soliciting gift materials, 90

Piecessing gift materials, 42, 90
Space for storing and handling gift materials, 109-10
Study of materials received, 91

14.1
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oals
Chicago Library System, 56-57\

i Illinois State Library, 17 i

'IT Mayor's Council of Manpower and Economic Advisors, 4
Government documents, United States, 19
T49/Governments of'21:cago, 10n -

Grmups with special needs, see Chicago Public Library - Services
.

. o patrons with special needs

N ' .

Handbooks and manuals for staff, 48-49, 102
Harsh, Vivian G., Collection of Afro-American History and

Literature, 22, 88
"Hours recommendations for branches," 25n, 44n

I

ILLINETo see Illinois Library and Information Network (ILLINET)
Illinois, Illinois Library Laws in Effect:, January 1, 1974, 17n

19n, 20n, 21n
Illinois, PAblic Laws . . .1871, 17n

, Illinois CFEEETEliEUDTE (1970), 6, 20
Illinois Library and Information Network (ILLINET), 10, 77, 77n,
Illinois Library Development Fund, 20
Illinois Library Laws in Effect, January 1, 1974, 17n, 19n, 20n, 21n

'Illinois Library Resources Enrichment Fund, 20
Illinois Library Oystems Act of 1965, (quoted) iii, 17
Illinois. Regional Library Council, 12n, 18, 18n, 79, 84

) -.Illinois Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped,
19, 20, 22, 332, 62-163,.108

Illinois State Library, iii, vi, 18
Illinols'System Staff Enrichment Project, 21
In-service training, see Staff meetings Training for library staff
Infopass, 79
Information, 23, 29, 49, 84 0

Information services, see Chicago Public Library - Information
services 4.

Interagency delivery .service, Chicago Public Library, 34, 35-36,

70, an
Delivery of interlibrary loan materials to agency at which

requested (proposed), 78
Increased number of agencies, 43-44

Interagency/interlibrary loan, 37-38, 39-40, 78-79
Interagency/Interlibrary Loan Task Force, 74
Interlibrary cooperation, 18, 42, 79, 84-85
Interlibrary Cooperation Project, 79'
"Introducing ILLINET The Beginnings of a Statewide Network," 77n

Inventory, 71, 74-75

Job analyses, 9%
Job descriptions, 95
Joeckele C. B. 'and Leon Carnovsky, vi, 16n, 17n, 40n

J*Ian Crerar
0

_Library, 12, 40 . -
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Itarlen, H. M..PlOn
The ;lei to Our Local Governmant: glgoo, Cook gatlaty, Dietitan

rea, 7n, 8n, 9n,713
0

Last copy center, 91
League of Women Voters, 7n, On, 9n, 13n
Libtaries'and Information Centers in the Chicago Metropolitan Area,

12n
Library-Com unity Relations, Office of, see Chicago Public. Library-

Public relations activities; Manager of Library-Community Relations
(proposed)

Libtary Facilities and Equipment, Director of (proposed), see
Director of Library Facilities and Equipment (proposed)

Library Finance, Director of, see Director of Library Finance
Library legislation, 16, 21, 1.78=16.
Library materials, se-also Nonprint.materials
Library materials

BilOaographic access to collections, 36-38
Comparative study of collections in Chicagooarea, 83-04
Criteria for evaluating collections, 91
Delivery to library agAcies, 35 0
Discarded materials, 42, 109-10
Gift materials, 42, 109-10 °, .11

Guidelines for building collectins, 83 '

Guidelines for weeding collections, 89
Order lists, 06
Quality of Chicago Public Library collection,% 41'
Selection policies, 33, 33n, 86
Withdrawn materials, 42, 109-10 $

Library Personnel, Director of, see Director of Library Personnel
A Libr5ry Plan for the Whole City, vi
Library Response to` Ulan Change, vi, 3n, (quoted) 30, 40n, (quoted) 41

Library Safety and Security, Director of.see Director of Library
. Safety and Security
"Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped: A
Network Approach for Illinois," 63n

Library services to patrons with special needs, 14, 22-23, 31-33,
62-68

Library systems in Illinois, iii, 13, 17-18.
"Long Range Improvement Program" of Chicago Public Library, vi
Long-range plans

Chicago Library System, iii, 27-28, 114
. Annual revisions, 83

Objectives listed, 57-58
Illinois Regional Library Council, 18
Illinois State Library, 17

Loop area of Chicago, 30-39, 80-81, 109

146
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Manager of Library-Community'Relations (proposed), 112-13
Mandel see'Temporary Central Library, Chicago Public

Library
Manuals for staff, see Handbooks and manuals for staE
Martin, L.A.,vi, 3n, (quoted) 301. 311,40n1. 41n, .4211:

Masaryk Collection, Toman:,Branch Library, 09
, .

Materials, Library, see Library materials; Nonprint materials
Materials SeleCtion 12611cy of- the Chicago 'Public Library,

-Cni -015
Materials Selection Task Force propos, 20435n,,42n, 40n,

07n, 29n.
Selection Unit"fprogosed), 0G-07, 90-91

Mayor's Council of Manpower and Economic Affairs, 3n, (quoted).
ayor's Office for Senior C.i.tisens, GS

Mechanisation of library procedutes
Business procedures and records, 114,-15
Circulation procedures, 72.
Communication, internal, 49
Inventory of collecti no,. 71
Personnel records, 45 V

"Meeting the Challenge: Illinois State Library's Long-Range
:cogram . . . 1972-77," 17n

Memoranda, see Publications for staff
Mentally and emotionally handicapped, library services to, 32
Nerridew, Alan, 14n
A Metropolitan Librx in Action, vi, 16n, 17n, 40n
anivansTFMMobile unItchicago Public Library
"Minorities Hurt by Low Count in U.S. Census," 14n
Mobile units, Chicago Public Library, 25, 60-69

Physical condition, 52
School stops, 30-31, 60-69

Model Cities, 20
.Motion picture films, see Films
Multimedia approach to library service, 33
Multimedia Center, Portage-Cragin Branch Library, 22
Multitype library systems in Illinois, see Library systems.in

Illinois
Municipal Reference Library, 5n, 12

N

,,Neighborhood branches, see Branch libraries, Chicago Publiq Library

Network, see Illi is Library and Information Network (ILLINET)
"Thcl Weighborheo%formation Centers Project," 67n--,Rryl

Newberry Library, 1:2, 40
Newsletters, see Publications for staff
Newspaper indexing (proposed) , 09
Nonprint materials, see also Library materials
Nonprint materials, 33-35

Bibliographic access, 36-3h
Holdings of libraries, 0:3-04

9
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Nonprint materials, 33-35 (Contld.)
. Improving access, 69-70

Order lists, 86
Preview facility, 07
Use in staff meetings, 47-48
Use in staff training, 113

Nonprint Selection Specialist (proposed), 07

0

"OCCr see Ohio College Library Center (OCLC)
Objectives of Chicago Library System.-,List, 57-50
'Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) ,' 49, 71
Organization chart of Chicago Public Library, see Chicagb Public

Library - Administrative structure
Orientation'for'new staff members, see Training for library staff
Overdue,booku, Regaining,-see Circulation policies, and procedures

P

PO.mini, Cathleen, 4n
Paper rback warahouse (proposed),, 87-88, 109-10 .

Persbnnel, Chicago Public Library, see Assistant Director of
Library Personnel, Training (proposed); Chicago PUblic Library -
Staff; Director of Library Personnel; Staff needS assesqment;
Staff utilization analysis; Training for library staff

Personnel Office, Chicago Public Library, 45, 95-98
Photocopying and microfilming service (proposed), 77' -
Physically handicapped, library service td, 19, 31t-32, 63
;Plans, long-range, see Long-range plans
Popular Library of the Chicago Public Library Cultural Center, 39
Population, 1, 13-14, 25, 32-33, 42-43
Practical Administration of Public Libraries, 31n
Preview facility, for nonprintmaterials, 33, 87
Printing and duplicating unit, see Chicago Public Library - Printing

and duplicating unit
Prioritiesfor action by Chicago Library System, 29, 52, 54, 62
Procedures manuals, see Handbooks and manuals for staff
Proceedings of the Board of Directors of the Chicago Public Library,

21n, 54n
Projects, specially funded, 20-21, 54, 116-17
Promotional examinations, see'Examinations,entrance and pronotiona
Promotional training, see Training for library staff
Public attitudes toward Chicago Public Library, 52, 105, 111-12
Public Card Catalog of Central Library, 36
Public Laws . . . 1871, 17n
Public libraries in. Illinois, 16, 21
Public library systems in llinoias, see Library systems in
Publications for staff, 48-50, 102, 104-05
Publishing in Chicago/ 10
Purchasing, see Chicago Public. Library - Business procedures;
rurniture and equipment

1
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P.

Reading and Study Centers of Chicago Public. Library, 25
Reciprocity agreements, 79
Redistribution Centers of Chicago Public Library, 42, 39
Reference services, see Chicago Public Library- InformatiOn services
Referral of library patrons to other types of agencies, 01
Regional library center's of Chicago Public Library, 40
Regional Transportation"Authority, 4
Reich, D. L., 61n
"A Report on Service Operations of the Chicago Publj.c Library," 28,
350, 45m, 51n, 70n, 74n, 76n, 103n, 106n, 107n, 113h

Research and Reference Centers in Illinois, 17, 20, 37-38, 77
Coordinated acquisition policy, 85
Teletype communication between,49

Research library function of 'Chicago Public Library, see also
Central Library, Chicago Public Library

Research library function of Chicago Public Library, 40, 81, 109
Resources and Services Program Organized with New Direction, see

RESPOND
RESPOND, 22, 31, 51
Retired persons, see Senior citizens, library services to-
Retraining for library staff, see Training for library staff
Revenue sharing, 21
Revision, annual, of long-range plan of Chicago Library System, 83

Rizzo, John, 282, 35, 45n, 51n, 70n, 74n, 76n, 193n, 106n, 107n, 113n

Safety, 75-76
School libraries, 18, 30-31
Schools (R-12) in Chicago, 5, 30, 62 .

Security, 75-76
Film delivery to bkandhes, 34
Maintenance and repair of physical' facilities, 107
Ownership marks for furniture and equipment, 75 .

Staffing of library, agencies, 43-44
Security Task Force proposal, 28n, 35n, 44n, 48n, 51n, 74n, 75n, 107n

Senior citizens, library services to, 32, 64-65
Senior Citizens' Services Specialist (proposed), 64-65.
Service to the Spanish. Speaking in Chicago program, 66-67
Social Service Directory, Metropolitan Chicago, 5n
U5a7High Language Specialist, 66
Spanish-s6eaking population, 43
"Special Collections and Services," 19n
Special Collections Librarian, 78, 88

Special Mt-tension Services, see RESPOND
Special libraries, 18
Special needs, library services to patrons with, 14, 22-23, 31-33,

62-68
Spencer, Gwiadys, 1n, 16n
Staff manuals, see Handbooks and manuals for staff.

1.
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Staff meetings, 47-48, 101
Staff needs assessment, 44, 92-93, 95
Staff training, see Training for library staff
Staff utilization analysis, 99
Stations, see Interagency delivery serviqq, Chicago Public Library
"Statistics of Library Systems in Illino0e" 22
Stud9nts:, use of Chicago Public Library fOilities, 67-68
A Study of Urban Library Needs, 4n
Study Unlimited, 6, 20, 46
"Summary by Type of Library," 9n
Superintendent of Chicago Public Schools, 62
Supervisory practices in Chicago Public Library, 96-97, 99, 100, 108
Supplies, 35, 74-75, 108
Systcm services of Chicago Library System

Chicagoans' knowledge of, 112
interagency delivery service, 34-36, 37-38, 70-72, 78, 103
interagency/interlibrary loan, 74

A

Publications for staff, 48-50, 104-05
Telephone and teletype communication, 49, 78, 103744
Union catalogs, 37-38, 71-72, 78

_Systems Analyst, 71-72, 73, 76-77, 89, 90, 103,.103 -04, 114-15

T

Task forces, see Names of specific task forces
Taxation, 8-9, 13-19, 53', 115 17 I
Telephone service in Chicago Library System, 49, 103-04

/ Teletype, 49, 78, 103-04
Temporary Central. Library, Chicago Public Library, 24-25, 39, 51
Traffic Manager (proposed), 70
Training for library staff, 45-46, 95-97

Custodians, 107-08 .

Public relations training, '112 -13
Safety and security training, 76

Training Officer, see Assistant' Director of Library Personnel,
Training (proposed) ,* tir b.: i:

Training Task Force proposal, 28n, 45n, 46n,''-'48n, 95-96,,96n, 107n
Travelling branches, see Mobile units, Chicago Public Library
Turick, D. A.,. 67n

Uniori catalogs, 37-38;4-71-72, 78, 85qA
W

Warncke, Rtith, (quoted) 29, 29n
Weeding library collections, 89, 90
Wheeler, J. L. and Herbert Goldhor, 31n
Winston, Adelaide, 19n
Withdrawn materials, see Library materials - Withdrawn materials;

Redistribution Centers of Chicago Public Library
Woodson Regional Library Center, 22, 25, 88
Writing in Chicago, 21
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YOung Adult Services,Specialist, 06
Young people, Itiorarr services for, 29-31
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